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I. Introduction 

 

Investors, preparers, regulators, and standard setters have become concerned that 

corporate disclosure has become longer, more redundant, less readable, less specific, and more 

boilerplate over time (Li, 2008; KPMG, 2011; SEC, 2013). However, the extent to which that is 

true, as well as the magnitude, economic determinants, specific content, and attributes of trends 

in textual disclosure have received relatively little attention in the academic literature. In 2013, 

the SEC began a comprehensive review of disclosure regulation with the intent of identifying 

excessive, unduly complex, and redundant disclosure (SEC, 2013). Similarly, the FASB has an 

ongoing agenda project, the Disclosure Framework, evaluating the effectiveness of textual 

disclosure (FASB, 2012). A variety of explanations have been offered for these trends including 

increases in litigation concerns, business complexity, globalization, regulation, and new 

mandatory disclosures (KPMG, 2011; SEC, 2013; Monga and Chasan, 2015); however, there is 

relatively little systematic academic research evidence focusing on trends in textual disclosure. 

While there is a substantial literature on trends in the characteristics of quantitative 

accounting data (particularly earnings and book value) over time,
1
 the relative lack of rigorous 

empirical evidence on disclosure is surprising given the many concerns expressed by regulators, 

preparers, users, and the business press. However, a challenge in assessing trends in the content 

of 10-K textual disclosure is in categorizing and quantifying disclosure for a large number of 

lengthy, complex documents, especially given that disclosure of a given topic often appears in 

multiple sections of the 10-K and any given passage often combines multiple topics.  

In many ways, the issues in assessing 10-K content are similar to those faced in other 

literatures. For example, researchers in journalism have been interested in trends in coverage of 

                                                      
1
 See, for example, Collins et al. (1997), Francis and Schipper (1999), Lev and Zarowin (1999), Givoly and Hayn 

(2000), Dichev and Tang (2008), Demerjian (2011), Srivastava (2014), and Bushman et al. (2016).  
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the New York Times (Blei, 2012), those in literature in understanding topical trends in poetry 

(Rhody, 2012), in politics understanding trends in Senate discourse (Grimmer, 2010), in history 

understanding historical trends using the content of State Department cables (Chaney et al., 

2015), and in science understanding topical trends in journals such as Science (Blei and Lafferty, 

2007). In all of these domains, the challenge is in analyzing trends in corpuses far too large for 

humans to manually review and to summarize them in a way that is easily interpretable. 

Following that literature, we use a natural language processing technique, Latent 

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), to understand the changing content of 10-Ks.
2
 LDA is a Bayesian 

computational linguistic technique that identifies the latent topics in a corpus of documents.
3
 It is 

well suited to understanding the text of the 10-K because it permits analysis of the topical 

content of a large group of lengthy documents over time in an objective and replicable matter 

and relies on a very limited set of assumptions that are likely to be met in 10-K disclosure. 

Further, it is specifically designed to infer proportions of content for documents which contain 

multiple topics, even if the topics are entangled, which is important given that 10-Ks comprise a 

large number of interspersed topics.
4
 It permits the proportion of the 10-K related to each topic to 

vary across documents so it is well-suited to examining topical trends in textual disclosure. As a 

result, we can deconstruct the 10-K by topic irrespective of whether topics appear in, for 

example, the footnotes, risk factors, or Management’s Discussion and Analysis (MD&A). We 

can then assess trends in the discussion of topics over time and relate them to changes in specific 

                                                      
2
 LDA is also used commercially. For example, the New York Times uses LDA to recommend articles to subscribers 

by inferring topics from articles they have read and identifying articles with similar content (Spangher, 2015).  
3
 “Latent” refers to the fact that LDA is designed to infer the underlying topics in a document, “Dirichlet” refers to 

the family of probability distributions used in the estimation, and “Allocation” refers to the fact that the estimation 

allocates words to topics.  
4
 For example, the discussion of pensions might include a discussion of foreign currencies and appear in MD&A as 

well as in risk factors and the footnotes. 
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disclosure requirements (e.g., new FASB standards, SEC requirements, and regulatory events 

such as SOX) and other events (e.g., changes in litigation risk, mergers and acquisitions, etc.). 

Additionally, once the topic model is trained, it permits us to identify paragraphs by 

topic, so that we can track where specific topics occur within the 10-K. This allows us to identify 

the extent to which, for example, FASB requirements (e.g., footnotes) create redundancy with 

SEC requirements (e.g., risk factors and MD&A) by highlighting which topics tend to be 

redundant within the 10-K as well as across time and across firms. Similarly, by accumulating 

text within a topic, we can identify the topical sources of textual attributes that prior literature 

suggests may be problematic such as boilerplate, redundancy, stickiness, and lack of specificity. 

In our empirical analysis, we examine the text of 10-Ks for 10,452 firms and 75,991 firm-

years over the period 1996 to 2013. We begin by documenting trends in textual characteristics of 

disclosure over time. We focus on measures that have been identified by prior research, as well 

as regulators and investors, as affecting the accessibility and informativeness of disclosure. In 

particular, we consider length (Loughran and McDonald, 2014), readability (Miller, 2010), 

boilerplate (Lang and Stice-Lawrence, 2015), redundancy (Cazier and Pfeiffer, 2015b), 

specificity (Hope et al., 2016), stickiness (Brown and Tucker, 2011), and the relative prevalence 

of informative numbers in the text or “hard” information (Blankespoor, 2016).  

In line with commonly-voiced concerns about recent changes in disclosure, we document 

clear and consistent trends across all measures. Median text length doubled from 23,000 words in 

1996 to nearly 50,000 in 2013, and attributes which prior research suggests tend to reduce 

informativeness of disclosure, such as redundancy, boilerplate, and stickiness, increased nearly 

monotonically, while attributes which prior research suggests tend to enhance informativeness, 
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such as readability, specificity, and the relative mix of hard information of disclosure, showed 

clear decreases. Given these trends, we next turn to investigating their topical sources.  

Prior literature (e.g., Cazier and Pfeiffer, 2015b) suggests that variables such as size, 

industry-composition, complexity, one-time events, litigation, and SEC oversight affect textual 

attributes such as length and readability in the cross section. Consistent with assertions by 

commentators such as Monga and Chasan (2015), it could be the case that those factors also 

change in the time series in ways that explain trends in textual attributes. We examine textual 

attributes after controlling for a wide variety of company-level variables suggested by the prior 

literature and for a constant sample of firms, but similar patterns persist. While those variables 

are significant cross-sectional determinants of textual attributes, including them in a regression 

framework does not explain the trend in disclosure characteristics over time. 

 Given that readily observable firm-level attributes do not explain the trends we observe, 

we use LDA to examine the topical content and characteristics of the additional disclosure. Our 

analysis suggests that the corpus of 10-Ks comprises 150 topics, which we aggregate into 13 

broader categories for ease of discussion. The four categories which account for the bulk of 10-K 

length are Performance; Compliance with specific accounting and disclosure standards; Industry-

Specific disclosure; and Employee-Related disclosure. However, only disclosure related to 

Compliance with specific accounting and disclosure standards increased substantially over time. 

Within this category, three topics explain the vast majority of the increase: fair value and 

impairment disclosure, discussion of internal controls, and risk factor disclosure.  

To ensure that we have accurately identified the content of these three topics, we 

demonstrate that they are associated as expected with underlying economic attributes (special 

items, internal control weaknesses, and return variability). Then, we examine patterns in 
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disclosure around the events that should have increased disclosure of these topics 

(implementation of SFAS 157, Sarbanes-Oxley, and Item 1A). We document sharp increases in 

the length of these three topics in the years in which their associated standards were 

implemented, consistent with the LDA topics effectively capturing disclosure in response to 

standards. Disclosure associated with these topics is not limited to a single section of the annual 

report but extends across all of the major sections.
5
 Similarly, the pattern in disclosure length for 

these three topics largely explains the increase in disclosure length for the 10-K as a whole. 

 In our third set of analyses, we link topical disclosure at the paragraph level, in particular 

that relating to the three major increasing topics, to other textual attributes of the 10-K. We 

demonstrate that fair value/impairment, risk factor, and internal control disclosure tend to have 

relatively high levels of redundancy, stickiness, and boilerplate, and low levels of readability, 

specificity, and hard information. Further analyses indicate that the increasing prevalence of 

these three topics contributed significantly to the overall increases in redundancy, stickiness, and 

boilerplate, and the decreases in readability, specificity, and the mix of hard information. 

Finally, we examine cross-sectional variation in fair value, internal control, and risk 

factor disclosures. We document consistent patterns of increased length associated with these 

topics for disparate subsamples of firms suggesting that firms experienced significant increases 

in disclosure length even when the additional disclosure may not have been as relevant. Further, 

we find that firms for which the requirements were likely to be less relevant often responded by 

                                                      
5
 Because the three major topics that we identify are linked to individual standards, it might be tempting to infer that 

analysis of specific sub-sections within the 10-K would be sufficient to draw conclusions. However, not only is it 

difficult to reliably identify specific disclosures within each of the sections of the 10-K for a large sample, but our 

results indicate that disclosure topics, and our three main topics of interest, tend to be spread throughout the sections 

of the 10-K. For example, the median topic has material (greater than 100 words) discussion in three separate 

sections for many of the documents in our sample, while our three main topics have material discussions spread in 

five major sections across firms. The fact that disclosure of any given topic can be disperse both within and across 

firms makes analysis solely at the section- or sub-section-level infeasible and exploits the strength of LDA in 

identifying topical text which is interspersed throughout a lengthy document. 
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providing disclosure that was particularly high in boilerplate, redundancy, complexity, and 

stickiness, and lacking in hard information and specificity, although less so for fair value 

disclosure where firms appear to have more flexibility to tailor disclosure based on materiality. 

Overall, our evidence identifies clear trends in textual attributes which prior research has 

linked to reductions in information content and suggests that a substantial portion of these trends 

can be explained by disclosure in response to recent regulatory changes and that the effect is 

particularly pronounced for subsamples of firms for which the disclosure may be less 

informative. While the fact that disclosure associated with new requirements increased over time 

is not in and of itself surprising, we believe our results provide several important contributions. 

First, we believe it is important to quantify the extent to which attributes of 10-K textual 

disclosure have, in fact, changed over time and attempt to distinguish among various 

explanations. While the three primary disclosure topics that we identify are logical candidates to 

explain the increase in 10-K disclosure length over time, it is noteworthy that they explain such a 

large proportion of the overall increase in length, as well as in other attributes such as 

complexity, redundancy, boilerplate, stickiness and lack of specificity. In contrast, economic 

factors from the prior literature (e.g., litigation risk, business complexity, and globalization) and 

the wide variety of other new requirements that were enacted during the sample period have 

limited ability to explain the disclosure trends that we document. While these disclosure 

responses may not have been intended by standard setters, a survey of financial executives by 

KPMG indicates that 70% of respondents believe that current standards do not permit preparers 

the discretion required to reduce the amount and complexity of disclosures (KPMG, 2011).
6
 

                                                      
6
 The SEC is clearly concerned about the potential for new requirements to affect the informativeness of financial 

reporting. For example, in a recent speech to corporate directors, Chair of the SEC Mary Jo White asked “Are our 

rules the sole or primary cause of potential disclosure overload or do other sources contribute to it?” 
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 Second, we develop and demonstrate the value of natural language processing techniques 

such as LDA in understanding trends in the underlying content of textual disclosure. To our 

knowledge, ours is the first research to focus directly on trends in 10-K content over time, and 

we believe that LDA has the potential to be a powerful tool for understanding trends in the 

content of financial text because it provides an approach for evaluating topical coverage for large 

samples of lengthy documents on a consistent and objective basis over time. While summary 

quantitative measures such as length, redundancy, and readability are useful in providing 

aggregate characterizations of the accessibility and informativeness of documents, it is important 

to develop techniques that permit insight into the underlying content of disclosure in order to 

make these attributes interpretable. LDA permits the researcher to identify specific disclosure 

topics, highlight trends, isolate causes, and evaluate potential economic outcomes. Beyond 10-

Ks, LDA has the potential to provide insight into trends in the content of other disclosures such 

as press releases, SEC speeches, conference calls, and articles in the business press.  

Third, we use LDA to link specific topics to textual characteristics of annual reports that 

are likely to be of interest to regulators, standard setters, and investors, providing a mechanism to 

assess their topical content, and provide systematic evidence across a number of dimensions on 

the time series trends in these textual characteristics. This is especially important given that prior 

literature focuses on textual outcomes at an aggregate level and generally does not incorporate 

the fact that discussions of different topics will have different textual attributes. LDA provides 

the opportunity to reinterpret the existing literature on outcomes of these attributes factoring in 

the actual content of the discussion to which they relate. 

 This research is, of course, subject to important caveats. First, topics from LDA (much 

like factors in factor analysis) require interpretation by the researcher. As discussed in the 
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research design section, we follow the prior computational linguistics literature in identifying the 

appropriate number of topics. In addition, we review the word lists and read representative 

paragraphs for each topic to ensure the content matches the label and investigate the timing of 

changes in major topics around regulatory changes to ensure they behave as expected. As a 

result, we are confident that our interpretations are reasonable and consistent with the behavior 

of the topics in our corpus.  

 Second, our results are descriptive and clearly do not allow us to draw normative 

conclusions.
7
 We believe that LDA (along with other textual analysis techniques) has the 

potential to structure the broader discussion on topics such as disclosure effectiveness and 

information overload. We focus on a set of textual attributes that academic research, regulators, 

and investors indicate might influence the informativeness of disclosure. However, we are 

careful to acknowledge the potential limitations of these textual measures to capture meaningful 

aspects of usefulness in the specific context of annual reports, especially for sophisticated 

financial statement users.
 
Closely related, while the textual attributes we consider have been 

shown to reduce information content in prior research using aggregate 10-K text, it is possible 

that those results do not apply to the specific topics we consider.
8  

Acknowledging these caveats, our results suggest potential directions going forward. 

Given that our findings identify topics that drive substantial changes in attributes which prior 

                                                      
7
 To some extent, the challenge here is analogous to the literature on trends in characteristics of net income over 

time in that the researcher cannot make normative statements given the variety of stakeholders and other sources of 

information. Rather, the literature relies on characteristics such as the ability of earnings to predict future cash flows 

or the association with returns which prior research or standard setters have suggested are likely to be desirable 

attributes. However, the results are innately descriptive and it is up to the standard setter to decide how to apply 

them in practice and up to future research to link the earnings characteristics to usefulness in particular settings.  
8
 For example, while Cazier and Pfeiffer (2015b) provide evidence that redundant disclosure is associated with less 

efficient price formation and Loughran and McDonald (2014) suggest that complex 10-K disclosure is associated 

with a muted stock price response, it is possible that redundant and complex disclosure on specific topics increases 

information content for subsets of investors. There are clearly opportunities for future research investigating the 

effects of disclosure attributes like complexity and redundancy in the context of specific topics and investor groups.  
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evidence links to the informativeness of disclosure, our results suggest that a logical starting 

point would be to more closely examine disclosure on fair values, internal controls, and risk 

factors. Using LDA it is possible to identify specific documents and even paragraphs which are 

disproportionately characterized by a given textual attribute such as redundancy or boilerplate. 

This could then guide more formal analysis by regulators and researchers to examine whether, in 

specific contexts, text that is, say, redundant, boilerplate, or difficult to read is nevertheless 

appropriate because it conveys useful information that may not be possible to convey in a more 

simplistic way. This type of analysis could be especially useful if paired with more rigorous 

analysis of the implications of these textual measures, perhaps in an experimental setting with 

subjects who are experienced users of financial information. Additionally, LDA makes it 

relatively straightforward to identify sources of redundancies between disclosures required by 

the SEC and FASB, allowing regulators to focus on areas of overlap. While LDA does not 

replace the need to make difficult judgment calls and trade-offs, at a minimum it would focus 

efforts on aspects of disclosure where they are more likely to be fruitful.  

II. Background and Related Research 

The issue of lengthy, complex, and uninformative disclosure has been an ongoing 

concern for regulators. From the initiation of Regulation S-K in 1977, the goal of integrated 

disclosure has been to eliminate overlapping and duplicative disclosure (SEC, 2013). In 1994, 

the chairman of Ernst and Young, Ray Groves, observed, “In financial disclosure we have 

reached a point where more is not better” (Groves, 1994). In 2001, Chief Executive of Arthur 

Andersen, Joe Berardino, wrote, “Like the tax code, our accounting rules and literature have 

grown in volume and complexity” (Berardino, 2001). In an attempt to address these types of 

concerns, the SEC has initiated a comprehensive review of disclosure practices (SEC, 2013). The 
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last such review of disclosure requirements was performed in 1996, after which the Plain English 

Initiative was implemented. The purpose of the current initiative is to understand the trajectory 

of disclosure and make recommendations for future revisions in guidance. Chair of the SEC 

Mary Jo White said, “We should consider all sources that may be contributing to the length and 

complexity of disclosure” (White, 2013). 

Despite the concern on the part of the SEC and others about annual report text, financial 

reporting research has traditionally focused on quantitative data, particularly summary statistics 

such as net income and shareholders’ equity, reflecting in large part the relative ease of assessing 

associations between quantitative data, coupled with an inherent assumption of unlimited 

information-processing capacity on the part of investors (see, for example, the papers cited in 

Footnote 1). More recently, researchers have begun to explore determinants of textual attributes 

of the 10-K. For example, Li (2008) links Fog to poor performance, Cazier and Pfeiffer (2015a) 

link length to complexity, and Cazier and Pfeiffer (2015b) link redundancy to obfuscation. 

However, while prior studies focus on cross-sectional determinants of textual characteristics, our 

results suggest that those factors have limited ability to explain trends in reporting over time. 

In our analysis we focus on a broad set of textual attributes: length, readability, 

redundancy, boilerplate, specificity, stickiness, and the number of numbers in the text relative to 

the number of words (which we refer to as the relative mix of hard and soft information). We 

examine multiple characteristics because no single attribute can conceptually or empirically 

capture all aspects of disclosure that are relevant to financial statement users. We are guided by 

attributes that have been identified by standard setters and regulators as potential barriers to the 

efficient use of financial reports by investors and other stakeholders. All of the attributes have 

been studied in prior academic literature and have been linked to the ability of users to extract 
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information from textual data in the annual report and their subsequent decision-making. We rely 

on this prior literature when interpreting the textual trends, while acknowledging that the 

interpretation of these textual attributes is limited by the fact that we do not directly measure the 

usefulness of the actual information and different types of information may lend themselves to 

disclosure with different attributes (e.g., some topics may lend themselves to disclosure which is 

more redundant, boilerplate, or expressed in longer sentences). To our knowledge, ours is the 

first academic paper to focus on identifying the magnitude, content, and causes of time trends in 

textual disclosure, although these trends have received substantial attention by practitioners.  

First, prior literature in academia and practice has discussed negative effects of less 

readable and overly lengthy disclosure, sometimes referred to as disclosure “overload” (KPMG, 

2011). Similar to the incomplete revelation hypothesis in Bloomfield (2002) in which statistics 

that are costly to extract are not fully incorporated into price, these attributes have been shown to 

decrease information impounded at the time of the filing and increase subsequent price drift 

(Lee, 2012; You and Zhang, 2009).
9
  

Similarly, redundancy of disclosure within a document, re-use of the same firm’s 

disclosure from a prior period (disclosure “stickiness”), and generic and standardized disclosure 

(often referred to as “boilerplate”) have been highlighted as negative aspects of disclosure. For 

example, all three are discussed by the FASB in its invitation to comment on the disclosure 

framework project (FASB, 2012), and the SEC has urged firms to remove boilerplate disclosure 

and indicated that redundancies between FASB and SEC disclosure requirements will be a focus 

going forward (Higgins, 2014; SEC, 1998, 2013). Cazier and Pfeiffer (2015b) show that 

redundant disclosure leads to less efficient price discovery, while Brown and Tucker (2011) find 

                                                      
9
 Additionally, disclosure length and Fog have been shown to lead to greater market uncertainty (Loughran and 

McDonald, 2014) and less investment and trading by small investors (Lawrence, 2013; Miller, 2010). 
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that MD&As that are updated less over time (“sticky” disclosures) have muted stock price 

responses. Lang and Stice-Lawrence (2015) empirically link the use of boilerplate to decreased 

liquidity, analyst following, and institutional ownership for an international sample. 

Lastly, we examine the specificity of disclosure and the relative amount of hard 

information. Regulators have expressed concern that textual disclosure has become increasingly 

vague and less likely to be supported by quantitative data (SEC, 1998). To capture this, we 

calculate specificity as how often the text refers to specific people, places, organizations, times, 

or numbers. Hope et al. (2016) show that more specific risk disclosures lead to greater market 

reactions and better risk assessments by analysts. To measure the extent to which narrative 

disclosure is supported by quantitative data (the relative mix of hard and soft information), we 

measure the number of informative numbers in the 10-K (i.e., excluding dates and section 

numbers) relative to the total number of words. This gives a sense of the quantitative density of 

disclosure, because text that contains numbers is more verifiable and precise than general 

descriptions of topics. Blankespoor (2016) documents an increase in quantitative disclosure after 

the introduction of XBRL, consistent with firms providing more quantitative data when users’ 

processing costs decrease. 

We use LDA to identify notable changes in disclosure content over our period and the 

extent to which changes in topical content influence trends in each of these disclosure attributes. 

As noted earlier, LDA has been used in many other; however, it has only recently been used in 

accounting and finance. For example, Huang et al. (2014) employ LDA to examine differences 

between the topics discussed in conference calls and analyst reports, Hoberg and Lewis (2015) 

use LDA to examine the content of a firm’s MD&A in years surrounding fraud, and Ball et al. 

(2014) use LDA to identify topics within MD&A. While the prior literature confirms that LDA 
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has the potential to organize textual disclosure for numerical analysis, it has not, to our 

knowledge, been applied to understanding trends in 10-K disclosure or to identifying the topical 

sources of constructs such as length, readability, redundancy, specificity, boilerplate, stickiness, 

or the mix of hard information. 

III. Data 

We generate a database of text using SEC 10-K filings spanning the years 1996 to 2013.
10

 

Control variables in our reported analyses are obtained from CRSP and Compustat. Following 

Loughran and McDonald (2014) we remove firms with negative market-to-book ratios. The 

intersection of our data constraints results in a sample of 10,452 firms and 75,991 firm-years. 

Definitions for all of our variables are included in the Appendix. 

Table 1 provides descriptive sample statistics. The median firm included 37,370 words in 

their annual report. Based on the Fog index, reading and comprehending the median annual 

report requires approximately 21.21 years of formal education. The median annual report has 

2,276 words (6% of the 10-K for the median firm) in sentences that are repeated verbatim 

throughout the annual report, 10,882 words (29%) in sentences containing boilerplate phrases, 

and 22,500 words (67%) in sentences containing “sticky” phrases.
11

 Median levels of Specificity 

and HardInfoMix of 50.75 and 17.93 indicate that the median 10-K includes about 51 and 18 

specific terms and informative numbers, respectively, for every 1,000 words of text. Lastly, 

approximately 77% of the sample firms are audited by a Big “N” auditor, and 31% report a loss. 

Figure 1 provides initial evidence on the trends in reporting over our sample period, 

including length, readability, redundancy, boilerplate, stickiness, specificity, and the mix of hard 

                                                      
10

 We include only those filings in 1996 that were issued after electronic filing on EDGAR became mandatory.  
11

 Similar to Lang and Stice-Lawrence (2015), we identify boilerplate as 4-word phrases that are extremely common 

across all firms in a given fiscal year. “Sticky” phrases are 8-word phrases that are repeated from the same firm’s 

prior year report. See the Appendix for further details. 
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information. Perhaps most prominent and relevant for our purposes is the increase in length 

depicted in Figure 1 Panel A and the near monotonicity of this increase. While there is some 

evidence of larger increases around Sarbanes-Oxley in the early 2000s and the financial crisis, 

especially for firms in the 75
th

 percentile, the increase for the median firm has been remarkably 

continuous. The number of words for the median firm increased from about 23,000 in 1996 to 

almost 50,000 in 2013.  

In terms of other attributes that prior research suggests may reduce the informativeness of 

disclosure, the pattern for redundant words in Figure 1 Panel B is similarly conspicuous, with the 

median firm increasing from 800 words in redundant sentences in 1996 to almost 3,300 in 

2013.
12

 Figure 1 Panels C and D suggest similar upward trends in the amount of boilerplate and 

stickiness, with both tripling over time, indicating an increasing tendency for firms to repeat 

disclosure from year to year and to use generic disclosure. On the other hand, readability for the 

median firm decreased monotonically over the twelve years since 2000, following an increase 

between 1998 and 2000 that was likely a result of the SEC’s plain English requirements in 

1998.
13

 Results in Panels E and F also suggest clear decreases in other attributes of informative 

disclosure, with specificity and the relative mix of hard information exhibiting nearly monotonic 

decreases over the period. 

The preceding analysis is descriptive, but it provides strong initial evidence that trends in 

textual disclosure have been systematic and, perhaps more troublingly, that attributes which prior 

research and regulators suggest are potentially problematic have been increasing, while those 

                                                      
12

 Our measure of redundancy almost certainly understates the true level because we err on the side of being 

conservative by requiring verbatim repetition of sentences. Conclusions are consistent if we relax our criteria by not 

requiring that all words in a sentence be repeated verbatim. 
13

 Fog is defined as the average number of words per sentence plus the percent of words containing more than two 

syllables, multiplied by 0.4, and can be interpreted as the number of years of formal education an individual would 

need to read and understand a given document. 
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which are more likely to be informative have been decreasing. Further, the consistency in trends 

among the attributes suggests the possibility that the same underlying factors may be driving the 

series. In the next section, we examine the extent to which determinants previously used to 

explain cross-sectional variation in textual attributes explain the trends that we observe. 

IV. Why Have Textual Attributes Changed Over Time? 

There are several potential explanations for the changes in 10-K characteristics over time. 

First, they might reflect a change in sample composition if, for example, more firms with 

intangible assets (and potentially lengthier and more complex corresponding disclosure) began 

trading publicly during the sample period.
14

 However, untabulated analysis indicates that all 

seven of our attributes continue to trend very similarly for a constant sample.  

Alternatively, some practitioners have suggested that changes in 10-K disclosure over 

time may be the result of changes in the economic fundamentals of firms (Monga and Chasan, 

2015; FASB, 2012; SEC, 2013). For example, factors such as business complexity, leverage, 

size, auditor, and profitability have been shown to be important cross-sectional determinants of 

textual attributes (Cazier and Pfeiffer, 2015a, 2015b; Li, 2008). In Table 2 we report results for 

regressions where we explain our textual outcomes using variables such as size, auditor, NYSE 

membership, complexity in terms of numbers of business segments or operating segments, 

market-to-book ratio, leverage, intangibles, and losses. Although we do not discuss all of the 

coefficients in this table for parsimony, results are generally consistent with expectations. Length 

increases with size, complexity, Big-N auditor, market-to-book, leverage, and losses. Firms 

reporting losses tend to have vague and “foggy” discussions (lower readability, specificity, and 

                                                      
14

 For example, Srivastava (2014) suggests that trends in value relevance of accounting data can be explained by 

changes in the sample composition of publicly-traded firms. 
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hard information mix), consistent with the obfuscation hypothesis in Li (2008). However, the 

Trend variable remains strongly significant for all of the textual attributes.
15

 

The preceding analysis suggests that disclosure attributes are influenced by firm-specific 

variables suggested by regulators and prior research in predictable ways. However, the trends 

remain significant after controlling for these variables. Another possibility is that the change in 

overall length is driven by increases in specific sections of the 10-K driven by changes in 

disclosure requirements by either the SEC or the FASB (KPMG, 2011; White, 2013).  

Figure 2 plots the median length for sections of the 10-K. Of the eleven sections, three 

make up about 90% of the total text in the most recent year: Sections 1 & 2 (Business and 

Property Descriptions), Section 7 (Management’s Discussion and Analysis), and Section 8 

(Financial Statements and Footnotes). Sections 1, 2 and 7 reflect SEC requirements and Section 

8 reflects FASB standards. Most noticeable from Figure 2 is the fact that the length of each of 

the major sections has increased substantially and at roughly the same rate over time. As a 

consequence, the proportion of the 10-K in each section has remained similar over time, with 

Sections 1 and 2 comprising 36% of the total in 1996 as compared with 35% in 2013, Section 7 

comprising 21% in 1996 vs. 25% in 2013, and Section 8 comprising 30% in both 1996 and 2013. 

We find similar results when we examine the rest of our textual attributes at the section-level 

(untabulated for parsimony), with the textual attributes trending within all of the major sections 

and the relative contribution of the major sections to overall attributes remaining relatively 

constant over time. Thus while changes to disclosure standards may be important determinants of 

overall changes in 10-K disclosure, these results suggest that overall changes in disclosure do not 

                                                      
15

 In untabulated results, we add additional control variables related to litigation risk, R&D, ownership, analyst 

following, number of comment letters filed for the firm and its peers, the number of Accounting, Auditing and 

Enforcement Releases (AAERs) for peer firms in the industry, unexpected earnings, mergers, and market-wide 

returns. In all cases, we find similarly significant trend coefficients, but inclusion of these additional controls 

decreases sample size by nearly half due to data requirements.  
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reflect requirements that are unique to a specific section but rather reflect content that spans 

multiple sections, including sections under the purview of both the FASB and SEC. 

The preceding analyses suggest that firm-level determinants from prior research and 

specific sections of the 10-K do not fully explain the trends in textual disclosure. In the next 

section we use LDA to identify the topical content of the disclosure and, most importantly, to 

quantify the topics that account for the bulk of the changes in overall length that we observe. 

This more nuanced analysis at the topic level allows us to study drivers of trends in a more 

detailed way than is possible from analyzing text at the document- or even the section-level. 

V. Using LDA to Explain the Change in 10-K Length 

LDA is an unsupervised Bayesian machine-learning approach developed by Blei et al. 

(2003) to identify the topics contained in a large corpus of text. LDA uses the probability of 

words co-occurring within documents to identify sets of topics and their associated words and is 

conceptually similar to factor analysis, where the model produces topics instead of factors.
 
As in 

factor analysis, the computer identifies the words associated with a topic and the researchers 

assign a label to the topic based on their assessment of the likely content given the set of words 

and their probabilities. LDA is particularly useful in our setting because it allows us to identify 

the mix of topics in the overall 10-K, and even within section, even though multiple topics may 

be interwoven in any given section of the 10-K and any individual topic may occur in multiple 

sections. This allows us to identify the topics of disclosure contained in each annual report and 

trends in their proportions over time. 

As noted earlier, LDA has been used in a variety of contexts to investigate trends in the 

content of textual disclosure over time and is designed to analyze large numbers of textual 

documents, each of which potentially contains multiple latent topics (e.g., the New York Times, 
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French poetry, State Department cables, or Hillary Clinton’s emails). It makes a minimal number 

of assumptions that are likely to be at least approximately met in 10-K disclosure. First, it 

assumes that the overall corpus of documents contains a finite number of topics, implying that 

every document consists of a mix of those topics. With input from the researcher, LDA helps to 

estimate the number of topics in the overall corpus (in our case 150 topics) as well as the 

proportion of each topic in each document (the proportion can vary across documents or over 

time, and not every document need contain every topic).
16

 Second, LDA assumes that specific 

words appear with different frequencies across topics. LDA estimates the frequency of each 

word within a topic (a given word may appear across multiple topics with different frequencies 

and not every word need appear in every topic). As a result, the output from applying LDA to the 

population of 10-Ks is the proportion of each of the 150 topics that appears in each 10-K (e.g., a 

given 10-K might be 1.5% about Pensions), and the relative weights of words in each topic (e.g., 

the word “actuarial” might be 10 times more likely to occur in the Pension topic than the word 

“derivative”). While the researcher helps to determine the number of topics that are generated by 

the model (in our case 150), that choice is guided by a specific methodology discussed below. 

We use the MALLET software developed by Andrew McCallum to apply LDA to our sample 

and generate topics for our document collection using collapsed Gibbs sampling.
17 

 

Because LDA is an unsupervised method, it is replicable and free of researcher bias. 

However, because the topics can sometimes be difficult to interpret, it is important that the 

researchers help to select the number of topics generated by the model. Following prior 
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 LDA generates “topic loadings” which can be interpreted as the proportion of the document comprising each topic 

and which, for a single document, sum to one. Our model allows the prominence of topics (the alpha 

hyperparameter) to vary across the entire corpus of all 10-Ks so that topics that appear in relatively few documents 

(e.g., industry-specific topics such as healthcare) are given less prominence while topics that are used in more 

documents (e.g., accounting policies) are given more prominence. This essentially means that common topics are 

allowed to be “bigger” than others so that they have a consistently higher topic loading on average. 
17

 More details are available at http://people.cs.umass.edu/~mccallum/code.html. 

http://people.cs.umass.edu/~mccallum/code.html
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literature, we use a variety of criteria to ensure that we identify the appropriate number of 

interpretable topics. First, as proposed in Blei et al. (2003), we measure the “perplexity” of the 

topic model (defined more formally in the Appendix) for topic models with between 10 and 400 

topics and observe that perplexity begins leveling off at 150 topics. Because lower perplexity 

indicates that the model is a better fit for the observed data, this indicates that the model 

performance gains relatively little from increasing the number of topics after that point. 

Although perplexity is a good general guide, and lower perplexity will always lead to 

models with at least marginally better fit relative to held-out data, the increase in fit is sometimes 

at the expense of interpretability due to overfitting. Chang et al. (2009) discuss how increasing 

the number of topics to produce ever finer partitions can make the model less useful because it 

becomes almost impossible for humans to differentiate between many of the topics. They 

propose a task in which the overall interpretability of a particular LDA model is measured by 

how often a human coder agrees with the topics chosen using the model. We perform this “word 

intrusion” task by providing research assistants with sets of six words, five of which the 

computer suggests belong in the same topic and a sixth which appears commonly in 10-Ks but 

which the model did not assign to that topic (an “intruder” word). The extent to which the human 

coder agrees with the computer on the assignment of words to a topic is a measure of the 

effectiveness of the technique in capturing meaningful topics. We perform this word intrusion 

task for topic models of 150, 200, and 250 topics (more details in the Appendix) and find that the 

150-topic model has the best interpretability (i.e., the fewest disagreements between the LDA 

model and human coders). As a consequence, we use LDA topics from the 150-topic model. 

 Because it is difficult to present details on 150 topics concisely, in our initial analyses we 

manually group each of the LDA topics into thirteen broad categories. To form these categories, 
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two individuals with financial backgrounds (one MBA student with work experience in banking 

and one of the authors) independently evaluated each of the 150 topic word lists and determined 

the best fit of each topic into broader category groupings.
18

 Category labels are for parsimony 

and ease of interpretation and do not affect the statistical analysis. The Internet Appendix 

includes the full list of all 150 topics, the top 20 words most frequently associated with each 

topic, a topic label created by the researchers, and a “representative paragraph” identified using a 

procedure similar to Hoberg and Lewis (2015). For all other details relating to the specifics of 

our LDA procedure and the generation of representative paragraphs, please see the Appendix. 

 Table 3 lists the broad categories into which we group the topics in our analysis, along 

with brief descriptions.
19

 For example, “Business Operations and Strategy” refers to discussions 

of day-to-day business operations such as products, advertising, and information systems; 

“Business Structure and M&A” refers to discussion of subsidiaries and partnerships, as well as 

mergers, acquisitions, and other corporate transactions; and “Loans, Debt and Banking” refers to 

discussion of the firm’s financing. Of the categories, the five that constitute the largest portion of 

10-K text, especially in the early part of the sample period, are: “Performance, Revenues, and 

Customers,” which is primarily discussion of the performance and revenue generation of the 

firm; “Industry Specific Disclosure,” which includes topics that are unique to specific industries 

(e.g., healthcare or transportation); “Employees and Executives,” which includes descriptions of 

executives and executive compensation plans; “Compliance with SEC and Accounting 
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 In most cases, the two coders agreed on categorization, but in cases in which the coders disagreed one of the 

authors judged the best fit. 
19

 Our categorization is admittedly subjective and is only for expositional purposes (later analyses split out the 150 

subtopics which were determined by LDA). The number of categories and their contents were selected by the 

research assistants based on their perception of similarity of content. To validate the categories, we created vectors 

for each topic using the rank of the top 20 words and calculated the average cosine similarity of topics within each 

category (Aletras and Stevenson, 2014). We then compared these average similarities to the similarity of topics 

within 1,000 benchmark categorizations based on randomly assigning topics to categories. The results suggest that 

our grouping exhibits more word similarity than would be expected at random at the 0.001 level.  
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Standards,” which is text associated with specific reporting requirements; and “Investments, 

Securities, and Derivatives,” which includes descriptions of financial instruments. The objective 

identification of topics by the LDA procedure and our more subjective grouping into categories 

allows us to disaggregate the overall trend in length into the portions attributable to individual 

types of disclosure. We construct a pseudo topic length by multiplying the topic loadings by the 

length of the total document to estimate the number of words used to discuss each topic.  

Figure 3 Panel A plots the median number of words in each of the broader categories 

over time. In general, the pattern is clear. Most topics have remained relatively constant over the 

sample period and therefore do not explain the overall increase in 10-K length. The notable 

exception is “Compliance with SEC and Accounting Standards” which increased markedly 

during the sample period.
20

 Essentially all of the increase in the length of disclosure for the 

median firm over the sample period appears to be associated with the Compliance with SEC and 

Accounting Standards category. Figure 3 Panel B provides a similar trend analysis but expressed 

as the median proportion of total disclosure (i.e., scaling the proportion of disclosure on each 

topic so that the total adds up to 1).
21

 Again, we see that the proportion of disclosure related to 

the Compliance category has increased markedly as a proportion of the total length over the 

sample period, while the proportions of the other categories (by construction) have decreased. 

The preceding analysis provides preliminary, although circumstantial, evidence on the 

source of the increase in 10-K length over time. Although a general increase in the length of the 

Compliance category may not be surprising given the introduction of new requirements over our 
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 The title “Compliance” is not intended to be pejorative. The category reflects topics for which the categorizers 

could clearly identify the disclosure as a response to a specific SEC or FASB requirement and the text did not fit 

naturally into any other topic. 
21

 Although the proportions of all topics and topic categories within individual documents sum to one, the sum of 

median proportions within a given year may not. For expositional clarity, we scale the sum of all median proportions 

by year to sum to one; the inferences from the unscaled graph are identical. 
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sample period, the fact that the increases are limited to disclosure in the “Compliance” category 

is potentially more surprising because one might also have anticipated increases in categories 

such as “Business Operations and Strategy,” “Business Structure and M&A,” or “Performance, 

Revenues and Customers,” with, for example, general trends in business complexity, firm size, 

or globalization over time. Further, the magnitude of the increase is substantial, with textual 

disclosure in the Compliance category increasing approximately ten-fold over the sample period.  

Although the components of the broader categories are somewhat subjective, the analysis 

of the subcomponents is objective because LDA determines the 150 individual topics and assigns 

specific text to them. Table 4 reports the top increasing topics by length. The top three topics are 

categorized as reflecting compliance with specific SEC or FASB standards, in particular fair 

value/impairment, internal control, and risk factor disclosures. Notably, these top three 

increasing topics alone make up the bulk of the increase in overall length with increases of 4,300, 

2,200, and 2,100 words, respectively, compared to an increase of less than 600 words for the 

next most increasing topic, customer accounts. While we would expect these topics to have 

increased in length given the implementation of new standards (KPMG, 2011; White, 2013), it is 

noteworthy that they make up such a large proportion of the total increase in disclosure length, 

especially given the substantial number of other new FASB and SEC requirements during the 

sample period.
22

 Because of the large magnitude of the increases in the lengths of these three 

topics compared to all other topics, we focus on them in our remaining analyses. Examining 

them individually by year allows us to establish when (and, indirectly, why) these topics 

increased so substantially. 
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 These three subtopics taken together account for about 9,000 of the 10,000 total median word increase in the 

Compliance topic over the sample period.  
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One potential concern with the preceding analysis is that LDA may be substituting 

disclosure that had previously appeared in other topics into our Top 3 topics as a mechanical 

effect of more standardized language following disclosure guidance. To ensure that is not the 

case, we investigated whether there are potentially offsetting decreases in any other topics during 

our sample period. Consistent with the notion that disclosure is added but seldom eliminated, 

none of the other topics decreased in length over our sample period enough to account for the 

increase in our Top 3 topics. To examine the issue more formally, we identified the 3, 5 and 10 

topics most closely related to each of our Top 3 topics based on cosine similarity (Brown and 

Tucker, 2011). Netting changes in disclosure length of each of our Top 3 topics with changes in 

related topics yields similar increases in net disclosure to those reported for our Top 3 topics 

alone, suggesting that substitution across topics does not explain the increases that we observe. 

The first of these three topics relates to fair value and impairment disclosure. Its top 

words according to the LDA procedure include: “fair,” “reporting,” “consolidated,” 

“impairment,” “control,” “future,” “recognized,” “estimated,” “expected,” and “asset.”
 23

 

Because SFAS 157 is the most important standard to affect fair value accounting, we expect that 

much of the disclosure categorized under this topic will be related to that standard. In Table 5 we 

list the representative paragraphs for each of our Top 3 increasing topics, including the Fair 

Value/Impairment topic. The representative paragraph for this topic relates to the effect of fair 

values for evaluating goodwill impairment; in addition to establishing a framework for 

measuring fair value accounting, SFAS 157 specifically amended SFAS 142 relating to goodwill 

impairment. Examination of paragraphs with a high loading of the fair value topic indicates that 

the grouping reflects fair value discussion on a range of topics including derivatives, investment 
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 Note that “value” was excluded from the LDA procedure because it is extremely common; therefore, it cannot 

appear as a keyword for any topic. 
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securities, and other investments. Because the representative paragraph technique is inherently 

biased toward more standardized paragraphs (e.g., those that cite the relevant standards), we 

provide an additional sample paragraph to provide a more comprehensive view of the range of 

discussions that fall within this topic (additional sample paragraphs for all three topics are in the 

Internet Appendix). This paragraph discusses the use of fair values in yearly evaluations of debt 

and equity securities, also related to SFAS 157.  

The next topic relates to internal control disclosure. This disclosure is easy to identify, 

with its top five words consisting of “control,” “internal,” “reporting,” “registrant,” and 

“material.” The representative paragraph is the auditor’s opinion on management’s assessment of 

internal control, required under SOX Section 404, with an additional sample paragraph that is 

from management’s discussion of the effectiveness of their internal control system. Of all of our 

Top 3 topics, internal control disclosures tend to follow the wording of the associated standard 

most closely. As discussed later, this standardization is also reflected in the associated textual 

characteristics of internal control disclosure. 

Our last main topic of interest is risk factor disclosure. The top five words in this topic 

are “results,” “future,” “ability,” “result,” and “adversely.” This type of language is consistent 

with risk factor disclosures that are intended to provide information on future events that might 

adversely affect firm performance. Disclosure under this topic is relatively broad as reflected in 

the fact that the representative paragraph describes the loss of key talent and personnel as a risk 

factor for the firm, while the additional paragraph discusses risks associated with possible 

security breaches.
24

 Although some firms disclosed risk factors voluntarily throughout our 

sample period, the SEC mandated this disclosure in Item 1A of the 10-K in 2005. 
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 It is striking that LDA is able to identify risk factor disclosure as relating to the same topic irrespective of the 

specific nature of the risk—loss of key personnel, cyber-hacking, litigation, sales disruption, water quality, etc. 
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As further support that these three top increasing topics capture the type of disclosure that 

we have attributed to them, we identify specific firm attributes that should be associated with 

each of the three topics and link them with the length of these topics. In the case of Internal 

Controls, we expect significant additional text for firms with internal control weaknesses; for 

Fair Value/Impairments we expect additional text for firms with substantial one-time items, in 

particular impairments; and for Risk Factors we expect additional text for firms with substantial 

market risk.
25

 Results in Table 6 indicate that special items (including impairments), internal 

control weaknesses, and risk all have significant and predictable associations with their relevant 

disclosure topics.
26

 The Trend variable remains strong and positive for each topic, suggesting 

that changes in economic circumstance, as we measure them, do not explain the time trends. 

We investigate more closely the timing of these trends in fair value, risk factor, and 

internal control disclosure to assess patterns in these topics around the associated regulatory 

events and the probability that increases in these topics could explain increases in overall 10-K 

length. Figure 4 plots the trends for the top three increasing topics over time and provides 

evidence consistent with expectations. Panel A, which plots the length of the Fair Value topic is 

interesting for several reasons. First, recall that SFAS 157, “Fair Value Measurements,” was 

passed in 2006 and required for fiscal years beginning after November 15, 2007 (i.e., generally 

in fiscal 2008), with early adoption encouraged. That timeline is very consistent with the path of 

disclosure around 2006-2008, with virtually no disclosure for that topic pre-2007, an initial 

substantial increase during 2007 likely reflecting early adopters, and the bulk of the increase 
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 We use overall return volatility as a measure of risk. Results are consistent if risk is measured based on beta 

(Campbell et al., 2014) or firm-level litigation risk.  
26

 The coefficient on special items is negative, consistent with the notion that special items are generally negative 

(e.g., losses) and that larger negative special items are associated with lengthier text. Results are consistent using 

impairment (a subset of special items) or if we replace signed special items with the absolute value (with a 

significantly positive coefficient).  
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during 2008. The fact that the pattern is consistent with expectations is reassuring because it 

suggests that, while LDA is a naïve Bayesian approach to categorizing text, it can identify 

discussion associated with specific topics quite crisply irrespective of where it appears within a 

document. This is important because, although LDA has been applied in other contexts, it has not 

been used to identify text associated with specific accounting rules. 

Second, and more importantly, the figure indicates that disclosure around SFAS 157 was 

a major source of additional length in the typical 10-K. Recall that the median length of the 

Compliance category in Figure 3 increased by about 10,000 words; in comparison, the increase 

in disclosure pertaining to SFAS 157 alone was nearly 4,300 words. It is also interesting to note 

that this increase does not appear to have been temporary. The text associated with this topic 

leveled out to some extent after the 2008 mandatory adoption date but continued to rise, albeit 

more gradually, through 2013, suggesting that additional disclosure was necessitated with 

application of the standard (and related guidance) over time.
27

 

The second largest increase is due to disclosures concerning internal controls. Recall that 

SOX internal control certifications were required for fiscal years starting in 2004 and 2005. 

Panel B shows a distinct increase in disclosure for the LDA topic we label Internal Controls 

between 2004 and 2005, leveling off in 2006, suggesting that LDA correctly identified internal 

control disclosure. More importantly, Figure 4 suggests that internal control discussion is an 

important determinant of the increase in 10-K length, especially between 2004 and 2006. Unlike 

fair value disclosure which continued to increase in length, text associated with internal controls 

dropped somewhat between 2007 and 2008 before leveling off at about 2,100 words, down from 
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 While the sharp increase in text around 2007 seems clearly related to the implementation of the new standard, the 

continued increase following 2007 could reflect additional implementation guidance or evolving economic 

circumstances. The fact that the trends are robust to controls for underlying economics would seem to lend credence 

to the implementation guidance explanation.  
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a high of 3,900 words in 2006. This drop coincides with the introduction of Auditing Standard 5 

(AS5) by the PCAOB for fiscal years ending on or after November 15
th

 2007. Among other 

changes to auditing procedures, AS 5 allows the auditor to issue a combined report of its opinion 

on both the financial statements and the internal controls over financial reporting whereas 

previously auditors were required to issue two separate reports.
28

 

The third major source of the increased length is forward-looking disclosure associated 

with risk factors, depicted in Panel C. While not specifically required in the 10-K prior to 2005 

(although required in prospectuses for debt and equity offerings), firms often provided risk factor 

disclosures voluntarily when they made forward-looking statements (Campbell et al., 2014; 

Nelson and Pritchard, 2016). Beginning in 2005, the SEC emphasized the importance of 

adequate risk factor disclosures and required that they be discussed in a separate section of the 

10-K (Item 1A). As a result, we expect an increase in the discussion of risk factors throughout 

our sample period as SEC interest increased, but with a substantial increase around 2005 when 

the new rules became effective. The graph for the risk factor topic displays the predicted pattern, 

with a gradual increase through 2004 followed by a substantial jump in 2005 and a more gradual 

increase subsequent to 2005. Similar to fair values, the increase in disclosure around the effective 

date does not appear to have been temporary, with an increasing subsequent trend likely 

reflecting the SEC’s continuing focus on implementation along with evolving economic 

circumstances. By 2013, median risk factor disclosure had increased by almost 2,300 words. 

Figure 4 Panel D displays the sum of the three topics over time, which combine to 

explain an increase of almost 10,000 words. Further, there is a close similarity between the 
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 We observe a similar decrease when examining only the subset of firms that never reported an internal control 

weakness, suggesting that a higher incidence of firms with internal control weaknesses around initial 

implementation of Sarbanes-Oxley is not the sole driver of this peak and that firms without internal control 

weaknesses also experienced an initial increase, and subsequent decrease, in their discussion of the topic. 
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increase in Compliance disclosure from Figure 3 and the sum of the three components in Figure 

4 Panel D suggesting that those three factors explain the bulk of the increase in Compliance 

disclosure (which, in turn, explains most of the increase in total 10-K length). 

Overall, the additional detail that our LDA analysis provides allows us to dig more 

deeply into the causes and content of the additional length in 10-K disclosure than would be 

possible with an analysis at the document- or section-level. Perhaps most notable is the extent to 

which, despite the number of additional SEC and FASB requirements during our sample period, 

the bulk of the increase in textual disclosure relates to three topics, two under the purview of the 

SEC and one under the purview of the FASB.
29

  

VI. Do Changes in Topical Disclosure Length Reflect Disclosure Requirements? 

A potential issue with the preceding results is that it is not possible to observe what firms 

would have disclosed in the absence of these changes in disclosure requirements. For example, it 

is possible that disclosure of risk factors, fair values, and internal controls would have increased 

irrespective of the requirements and that the new standards simply reflect changing demands for 

information. The patterns in Figure 4 provide some evidence on that point because the timing of 

the changes in disclosure coincides quite tightly with the changes in underlying requirements. In 

addition, the regressions in Table 2 suggest that the trends in textual attributes are robust to a 

wide variety of economic, regulatory, and litigation-related controls suggesting that general 

economic trends do not explain the increased length.
30

  However, it is possible that the relation 

between our textual attributes and economic determinants is not stable over time or that our 

analysis excludes important variables. 
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 In the 1996-2009 period (up until the codification), for example, the FASB issued 44 pronouncements (not 

including amendments), yet only one of them (SFAS 157) appears to explain the bulk of the increase in text length.  
30

 While the Table 2 results are estimated across all topics, Table 4 replicates the analysis at the specific topic level 

and yields very similar conclusions, suggesting that economic trends are less likely to explain the trends in 

disclosure. 
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An alternate approach is to consider a comparison sample of non-U.S. firms that were not 

subject to the same regulatory changes as our primary sample. Although non-U.S. firms 

experienced some mandatory changes in fair value disclosure because the IASB issued IAS 39 

on fair values around the same time that the FASB issued SFAS 157, they were not subject to the 

SEC risk factor and internal control disclosure requirements. As a result, we would not expect to 

see the same pattern in risk factor or internal control disclosure for a non-U.S. sample if new 

SEC reporting requirements, and not solely changes to fundamentals, drive our results. 

To investigate that possibility, we analyze annual report textual disclosure for a sample of 

16,038 non-U.S. firm-years from Lang and Stice-Lawrence (2015) and examine trends in 

disclosure using our trained LDA model.
31

 Untabulated results suggest there is virtually no 

disclosure in the internal control or risk factor topics either prior to or subsequent to the change 

in U.S. regulations and no evidence of an increase over time. Consistent with changes in 

disclosure in response to IAS 39, disclosure in the fair value topic increases, especially during 

the 2006-2008 period, although the increase is not as large as for U.S. firms. Subject to the 

caveat that the non-U.S. sample may not be entirely comparable with the U.S. sample, these 

results suggest that the disclosure changes that we study in the U.S. sample, particularly those 

relating to risk factors and internal controls, likely primarily reflect changes in regulatory 

requirements. 

VII. Does the Additional Text Contribute to Trends in the Other Textual Attributes? 

Having documented that much of the increase in 10-K length appears to be a result of 

increases in specific topics associated with accounting and other regulatory action during the 

mid-2000s, we next investigate the textual characteristics of this additional disclosure. In 
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 Our sample size is smaller than that in Lang and Stice-Lawrence (2015) because the date parsing process is 

lengthy and computationally intensive. We are currently in the process of expanding the sample and analysis.  
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particular, do the same topics also help to explain the trends in other textual attributes 

documented in Figure 1? 

As discussed in Section 2, we focus on a set of characteristics that prior research, 

standard setters, regulators, and financial statement users have identified as potential barriers to 

the efficient use of financial reports and investigate the extent to which our Top 3 topics explain 

the trends documented in Figure 1. An advantage of LDA is that we can apply it at the paragraph 

level to evaluate textual characteristics within subsets of text. Although the initial output of the 

LDA procedure does not identify where specific topics are discussed within each document, we 

use our trained LDA model to re-analyze each paragraph in the 10-K and estimate paragraph-

level topic loadings (essentially the probability that the paragraph belongs to a specific topic) in a 

process called “inferencing.” We then assign the paragraph to the topic which has the highest 

loading.
32

 This allows us to assign all paragraphs to individual topics and thus measure the 

textual characteristics of disclosure relating to that topic.  

Table 7 provides descriptive statistics for each of the categories (as well as for our Top 3 

increasing topics) aggregated across all paragraphs within each category (topic). In particular, we 

measure the average amount of redundancy, Fog, specificity, relative mix of hard information, 

boilerplate, and stickiness. Redundancy, boilerplate, and stickiness are all expressed in 

percentage terms so that the relative redundancy, boilerplate, and stickiness of disclosure can be 

directly compared across categories (topics) of different lengths.
33

 The broad category statistics 

in Table 7 are generally consistent with expectations.
34
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 This classification procedure introduces noise because a given paragraph may discuss multiple topics, which 

would cause the textual characteristics for paragraphs assigned to a given topic to revert to the mean because some 

disclosure has been misclassified. We chose not to exclude paragraphs that might include multiple topics so that we 

can aggregate all of our statistics up to the document level, but we find similar (if not stronger) results when we 

instead impose a cutoff loading (probability) of 0.5 in order to categorize a paragraph as a specific topic. 
33

 To reduce noise, descriptive statistics for each topic (category) are only calculated for documents which have at 

least 100 words in paragraphs assigned to that topic (category). We calculated, but for parsimony do not tabulate, the 
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Comparing the Compliance category to all other categories (“Other Disclosure 

Categories” in Table 7), Compliance has substantially higher levels of boilerplate, Fog, 

stickiness, and redundancy and lower levels of hard information and specificity. The fact that the 

Compliance category has disproportionally high levels of Fog, redundancy, boilerplate, and 

stickiness, as well as low levels of specificity and the proportion of hard information, coupled 

with the earlier finding that the proportion of the 10-K devoted to Compliance has increased 

substantially over time, suggests that the overall increase in these attributes could be the result of 

increases in the proportion of the 10-K representing Compliance disclosure. 

In terms of the Top 3 increasing topics, which all fall within Compliance, the descriptive 

statistics suggest that internal control disclosures tend to have high levels of redundancy, Fog, 

boilerplate, and stickiness, in most cases higher than for any category, including other 

Compliance disclosure. This is not altogether surprising because the disclosure requirements of 

Sarbanes-Oxley are fairly specific in terms of disclosure requirements, leading to high levels of 

boilerplate. Risk factor disclosures also tend to have high Fog and stickiness, and fair value 

disclosure has high stickiness. All three topics tend to have relatively low levels of specificity 

and the mix of hard information. The attributes of risk factor and fair value disclosures are more 

noteworthy because firms have more flexibility and disclosure is intended to convey timely firm-

specific information. Overall, given the textual attributes of the Compliance category, and the 

Top 3 increasing topics in particular, their increasing prevalence in the 10-K could help to 

explain the overall trends in disclosure characteristics documented earlier. 

                                                                                                                                                                           
proportion of negative, uncertain, and litigious words in paragraphs relating to each topic and category based on the 

Loughran and McDonald business words dictionary. These measures also behaved according to expectations for our 

categories and Top 3 topics (e.g., risk factor disclosure contains a relatively high amount of negative and uncertainty 

words, the Contracts & Legal category tends to use litigious words, etc.), providing additional assurance that our 

paragraph-level approach is effective at identifying paragraphs relating to particular topics. 
34

 For example, the Contracts & Legal category has a high mean level of redundancy and low levels of quantitative 

data, consistent with redundant legal language and few numbers, and the Intellectual Property & R&D category is 

the least specific, consistent with firms choosing to give vague descriptions of R&D to decrease proprietary costs. 
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In Figure 5, we investigate the extent to which increases in fair value, risk factor, and 

internal control disclosure contribute to trends in other textual attributes. Recall from Figure 1 

that Fog, boilerplate, redundancy, and stickiness have increased over our sample period while 

specificity and the relative mix of hard information have decreased. Because we can identify 

specific portions of the text relating to each topic, we can compare the levels of each of our 

textual attributes calculated using the entire text (including paragraphs relating to our Top 3 

topics) to the attributes of the remaining text after paragraphs relating to the Top 3 topics are 

removed. Essentially this allows us to compare the actual trends to trends in the “counterfactual” 

text if those three topics had not been included. We plot the difference between attributes 

calculated with and without our Top 3 topics in order to show the contribution of each of the Top 

3 topics to trends in our set of textual attributes.  

All three of our Top 3 topics help to explain the trends in disclosure attributes over our 

sample period. Internal control and fair value disclosure are more important drivers of 

redundancy, while all three attributes contribute relatively equally to increases in the amount of 

boilerplate and stickiness. The increase in Fog, on the other hand, is largely explained by 

increases in internal control disclosure, consistent with the very high level of Fog in internal 

control disclosure documented in Table 7, particularly after the introduction of SOX in 2004.
35

 

Similarly, all three topics are associated with the declines in specificity and the relative mix of 

hard information documented in Figure 1. These decreases are most pronounced for risk factors, 

consistent with these disclosures being particularly vague; however, both internal controls and 

fair values also contribute to these decreasing trends over time.  

Overall, the results from this analysis provide strong evidence that the increase in length 

in the Top 3 topics discussed earlier also helps to explain the increases in redundancy, 

                                                      
35

As an example, the representative paragraph relating to internal control disclosure in Table 5 has a Fog of 29.2. 
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boilerplate, stickiness, and Fog, as well as the decreases in specificity and the prevalence of hard 

information over our sample period. Further, the effects are consistent with the overall attributes 

of the topics from Table 7, and the time series of change by topic in Figure 4. Finally, the 

importance of each of the Top 3 topics varies across textual attributes, highlighting the 

importance of evaluating the effects of a given topic in terms of specific attributes. This further 

illustrates the benefit of using LDA to understand topical content and underscores the importance 

of conducting additional research on these textual attributes to more fully understand their 

implications for the usefulness of disclosure to financial statement users.   

VIII. Cross-Sectional Variation 

 The preceding LDA analysis allows us to identify the sources of aggregate changes in 

disclosure length over our sample period for the median firm and link these changes in length to 

changes in other textual attributes. However, if there is heterogeneity in the extent to which new 

disclosure requirements affect firms, then focusing on changes for the median firm masks the 

potential spectrum of outcomes across firms. For example, if risk plays a large role in 

determining how firms respond to disclosure requirements (e.g., high-risk firms disclose 

substantially more risk factors or provide extensive discussion of internal controls), then we 

might find that the median changes in disclosure that we document are not representative of 

disclosure changes for high- and/or low-risk firms. Similarly, cross-industry variation in 

fundamentals could affect the extent to which disclosure regulations are relevant. 

 We replicate Figures 3 and 4 based on median changes in disclosure length over time at 

the category- and topic-level (for the Top 3 topics) separately for firms partitioned along several 

economic dimensions. In particular, we examine over-time trends in disclosure for firms in each 

size (based on total assets) and risk (based on return volatility) quintile. Additionally, we 
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separately examine firms in each Fama-French 17-industry grouping. While we report the results 

in the Internet Appendix for parsimony, there are two main takeaways. 

First, our figures reveal expected diversity in disclosure attributes across economic 

partitions in the cross-section, further validating the ability of LDA to correctly identify 

meaningful topics. In particular, topics within the Industry Specific category become more 

prominent when the analysis is performed at the industry-level as one would expect. For 

example, the industry grouping that includes pharmaceutical companies contains a large amount 

of disclosure relating to the Intellectual Property and R&D category, in particular clinical trials, 

while financial institutions tend to have more disclosure in the Loans, Debt, Banking category, in 

particular the topic Investment Activity. Similarly, high-risk firms tended to have high risk factor 

disclosure before it became mandatory. Firms in the top two risk quintiles had substantial risk 

disclosure before the introduction of Item 1A in 2005 and showed little response to the new 

regulation, consistent with high risk firms providing voluntary disclosure of risks before being 

required to do so (Nelson and Pritchard, 2016).
36

  

 Our second, more important, takeaway is that the length of the overall 10-K, the length of 

Compliance disclosure, and specifically length of our main increasing topics, is similar across 

firms in different industries, size quintiles, and risk levels. In each sub-analysis that we 

conducted, Compliance-related disclosure comprises a major proportion of the total length and 

indicates comparable patterns of increases over our sample period. Relatedly, the Top 3 topics 

exhibited increasing trends around relevant disclosure regulations with patterns similar to those 

reported in Figure 4 across the size, risk, and industry groupings. 

                                                      
36

 The fact that low risk firms experienced the greatest increases in risk factor disclosure around the implementation 

of Item 1A suggests that changes in fundamentals, in particular risk, are unlikely to be driving the increase in risk 

factor disclosure in 2005, because low risk firms are unlikely to have experienced sudden increases in risk that did 

not also affect high risk firms to a greater extent. 
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The fact that we observe similar trends across a range of groupings suggests that our 

results are not limited to subsets of firms but apply to firms across the economy. This is 

interesting for several reasons. First, it further confirms that the patterns in disclosure we see in 

Figures 3 and 4 are likely the result of changes in regulatory requirements and do not simply 

reflect the underlying economics of firms since it seems unlikely that firms across industry, size, 

and risk groupings would all simultaneously experience similar economic shocks of sufficient 

magnitude to explain the abrupt changes in disclosure documented in Figure 4.  

Second, the fact that similar trends in disclosure are evident across a broad spectrum of 

firms is striking because it suggests that, although the Top 3 topics were more likely to be 

relevant for some types of firms than others, they resulted in substantial increases in disclosure 

length across the wide cross-section of firms including those for which the additional disclosure 

was potentially less relevant. To further explore that possibility, we compare disclosure attributes 

of our Top 3 topics of firms for which each of these disclosures were ex ante likely to be more 

and less relevant. In particular, we compare risk factor disclosure for firms in the top and bottom 

total risk quintiles, internal control disclosure for firms in the top and bottom internal control risk 

quintiles,
37

 and fair value disclosure for firms in the top and bottom intangible asset quintiles. 

We find that all firms tend to disclose a significant amount of text relating to the Top 3 

topics, but, when firms experience large increases in disclosure which are less likely to be 

relevant, the disclosures tend to be more redundant, boilerplate, sticky, and foggy, with lower 

levels of specificity and hard information. For example, increases in the length of risk factor 

disclosures around the imposition of Item 1A for low-risk firms were accompanied by much 

greater increases in boilerplate, stickiness, and redundancy, as well as greater decreases in 

                                                      
37

 Following research on internal information quality such as Gallemore and Labro (2015), we measure internal 

control risk using the length of the lag between the fiscal year end and earnings announcement, consistent with firms 

with better internal control quality (lower risk) having a shorter lag. 
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specificity, readability, and the mix of hard information. Similarly, while firms with high and 

low internal control risk experienced almost identical time series trends in internal control 

disclosure over the same period, the increases in disclosure for low-risk firms, for which the 

disclosure is likely to be less relevant, were accompanied by increases in textual attributes such 

as boilerplate and redundancy. In contrast to internal control and risk factor disclosure, the 

increase in the length of fair value disclosure for high relevance (high intangibles) firms is more 

than double that of low relevance (low intangibles) firms, but other textual attributes do not 

appear to differ consistently between the two sets of firms, suggesting that increases in fair value 

disclosure tend to be more customized to the specific circumstances of the firm. 

Overall, these results suggest that firms respond to new disclosure requirements relating 

to internal controls and risk factor disclosures relatively indiscriminately in terms of length, and 

that firms for which the disclosure is likely less relevant tend to rely heavily on disclosure which 

is vague, lacking in hard information, and high in Fog, boilerplate, redundancy, and stickiness. 

Fair value disclosure, on the other hand, tends to more be customized to the specific 

circumstances of the firm. While it is not possible to make normative statements, the results 

suggest that it may be worth investigating whether guidance could be improved to encourage 

more customized internal control and risk factor disclosure and whether materiality guidance 

could be provided to limit disclosure for firms for which it is likely to be less relevant. 

IX. Implications for Standard Setting 

 

As noted earlier, prior research suggests that the attributes we consider may have 

implications for 10-K information quality. For example, length and Fog in the 10-K have been 

linked to decreases in the amount of information impounded in price and increased price drift; 

redundancy has been linked to less efficient price discovery; sticky disclosures experience muted 
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stock price responses; boilerplate is associated with lower liquidity, analyst following, and 

institutional ownership; and lack of specificity has been linked to smaller stock price responses 

and less accurate analyst risk assessment.
38

 Regulatory discussion is consistent with academic 

research in singling out these potentially problematic attributes.
39

 

Our results provide several takeaways. First, we demonstrate that overall length of the 

10-K has increased dramatically over time, accompanied by marked increases in redundancy, 

Fog, boilerplate, and stickiness and decreases in specificity and the mix of hard information. 

While we do not directly tie each of these attributes to disclosure informativeness and instead 

rely on the results of prior research, the consistency of our results suggests that a more thorough 

investigation of the drivers of these trends may be warranted.  

Second, our results suggest specific standards that are significant drivers of these trends. 

To the extent that the regulators are concerned about the increases in redundancy, Fog, 

boilerplate, and stickiness and decreases in specificity and the mix of hard information that we 

document, our results suggest specific disclosure topics and associated regulations that underpin 

those trends. As a result, in focusing their efforts, it might be particularly useful for the SEC to 

focus on disclosure relating to internal control reporting under SOX and risk factor disclosure 

under Item 1A, and for the FASB to direct its attention to textual attributes of fair value 

disclosure under SFAS 157. Similarly, untabulated results suggest that disclosure on these topics 

is often repeated between SEC-mandated disclosure (e.g., Sections 1, 2 and 7 of the 10-K) and 

FASB-mandated disclosure in the footnotes, and that this redundancy has increased substantially 

over time. To the extent that a goal is to reduce redundancy in 10-Ks, more coordination between 

the SEC and FASB is potentially merited. 

                                                      
38

 See, for example, Lee (2012); You and Zhang (2009); Cazier and Pfeiffer (2015b); Brown and Tucker (2011); 

Lang and Stice-Lawrence (2015); Hope et al. (2016); and Blankespoor (2016). 
 

39
 See FASB (2012); Higgins (2014); SEC (1998); SEC (2013); and White (2013). 
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Further, our results suggest ways in which a more nuanced approach could be followed. 

While all three main topics are important overall, fair value disclosure is an important driver of 

increases in redundancy and stickiness; risk factor disclosure is an important driver of decreases 

in specificity and the lack of hard information; and internal control disclosure is a primary driver 

of Fog and boilerplate. In some cases, these associations may be inevitable (e.g., some risk factor 

disclosure may lack quantitative data), but in other cases it likely merits further attention (e.g., 

why does fair value disclosure need to be redundant and sticky?). More generally, by examining 

specific text, the regulator can determine whether poor disclosure attributes are the result of a 

requirement being implemented in a manner which was not intended or whether they reflect 

problems in the standard itself.  

Finally, our results reveal the presence of lengthy textual disclosures relating to risk 

factors and internal control for firms for which these disclosures are likely to be less relevant. 

These firms tend to use disclosure which is boilerplate, sticky, redundant, Foggy, and lacking in 

specificity and hard data, which raises the question of whether requirements and guidance could 

be better tailored to individual settings through, for example, better application of materiality 

standards to create more informative disclosure. 

More broadly, our research suggests a general methodology for investigating potentially 

problematic trends in disclosure. LDA, in conjunction with our attribute measures, could be used 

by regulators to identify specific paragraphs on topics which are particularly extreme examples 

of, say, sticky, redundant, or foggy disclosure as a basis for reevaluating guidance or providing 

comment letters to individual firms or industries to encourage improved disclosure. Similarly, 

some standards, firms or industries could be highlighted for more focused scrutiny. 
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Indirectly, our results suggest that there may be scope for more creative approaches to 

issues such as redundancy, boilerplate, and stickiness, especially through technology. For 

example, text that we have identified as particularly redundant, sticky, and boilerplate might be a 

natural candidate for use of hyperlinks between sections in the 10-K (e.g., material that is 

repeated in MD&A and the footnotes), between years (e.g., risk factors that remain constant over 

time), or across firms (boilerplate that is generally shared across firms in an industry). This 

would allow investors to more easily identify key changes in disclosure, either relative to other 

firms in the industry or relative to the same firm over time.  

While we cannot draw direct inference on informativeness given our approach, there 

seems to be a natural role for research in the laboratory (or very focused archival research) on the 

informativeness of alternative disclosure approaches once specific passages of text have been 

identified that are, for example, redundant, complex, and lacking in specificity, to better 

understand how these attributes affect users of financial information. For example, firms exhibit 

relatively little variation in the wording that they choose for their internal control disclosures, 

often quoting directly from the standard, resulting in a high level of boilerplate and similar 

patterns in disclosure across firms with different underlying economic characteristics. It is 

ultimately an empirical question of whether very standardized disclosure is preferable (because, 

for example, it makes it easier to identify anomalous disclosure) or whether more customized 

disclosure is more informative. While that type of analysis is beyond the scope of this paper, it is 

important to drawing more normative conclusions. 

X. Conclusions and Ongoing Research 

 

Despite concern from financial statement users, practitioners, and regulators that financial 

disclosure is becoming more onerous, complex, vague, boilerplate, and redundant, there has been 
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relatively little empirical research to quantify trends in disclosure topics and attributes. We 

attempt to inform this debate by providing empirical evidence that speaks to these issues. First, 

we find that the length of 10-K disclosure has increased dramatically and that this trend cannot 

be explained by changes in observable firm-level characteristics from the prior literature. 

Similarly, attributes which prior research suggests may decrease the usefulness of disclosure 

have increased substantially (boilerplate, Fog, redundancy, and stickiness), while specificity and 

the mix of hard information have decreased. Second, LDA-based analysis indicates that the 

majority of the increase in length is the result of disclosure associated with three new SEC and 

FASB requirements: fair value disclosure associated with SFAS 157, internal control disclosure 

under Sarbanes Oxley, and risk factor disclosure mandated by the SEC in Item 1A. Increases in 

these three disclosures also explain increases in boilerplate, redundancy, and stickiness of 

disclosure and decreases in its readability, specificity, and the relative mix of hard information. 

Finally, our results suggest that increases in Fog, boilerplate, stickiness, and redundancy, and 

decreases in specificity and the mix of hard information are particularly pronounced when firms 

provide lengthy disclosure even when the associated standard is likely to be less relevant. 

While our analysis is subject to caveats, in particular because we do not directly asses the 

informativeness of the textual attributes we measure, we believe our findings have the potential 

to contribute to the ongoing regulatory discussion on topics such as disclosure effectiveness and 

overload. More broadly, we highlight the potential contribution of LDA as a tool for 

summarizing text for a large number of lengthy documents such as for the population of 10-Ks 

and other regulatory filings. Our analysis suggests that LDA has promise in allowing researchers 

to further open the “black box” of textual disclosure and understand the underlying information 

in an objective manner that can be efficiently applied to large numbers of lengthy documents. 
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We expect further development of similar techniques to be useful to standard setters and 

regulators in evaluating the effectiveness of both long-existing disclosure (e.g., for purposes of 

assessing whether the disclosure has outlived its usefulness) and recently-enacted disclosure 

(e.g., to assess how it is being applied in practice and whether it is serving its intended purpose) 

as well as to investors in processing lengthy documents in a timely manner. In addition, we 

believe there is substantial scope for targeted archival and experimental research investigating 

the informativeness of particular textual attributes (e.g., boilerplate and redundancy) in specific 

disclosure contexts (e.g., internal controls).  
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Appendix 

Variable Definitions 

Textual Variables 

Variable Description 

Words The number of words used in the 10-K. 

Boiler Words 

The number of words in sentences that include at least one 4-word 

phrase that is shared by at least 75% of all firms in a given fiscal year 

(similar to Lang and Stice-Lawrence, 2015). 

Boiler% The percent of boilerplate words in a given portion of text. 

Fog 

The Gunning (1952) Fog index, where Fog = 0.4*(average number of 

words per sentence + percent of complex words), where complex words 

are the words in excess of two syllables. 

HardInfoMix 

The number of informative numbers (e.g., omitting dates, section 

numbers, etc.) in disclosure text identified using the method in 

Blankespoor (2016), scaled by the total number of words. This ratio is 

then multiplied by 1,000. 

Redundant Words 
The number of words in sentences that are repeated verbatim in other 

portions of the 10-K. 

Redundancy The percent of redundant words in a given portion of text.  

Specificity 

The number of entities (locations, people, organizations, dollar 

amounts, percentages, dates, or times) identified by the Stanford Named 

Entity Recognizer (NER) tool, scaled by the total number of words (see 

Hope et al., 2016, for more details). This ratio is then multiplied by 

1,000. 

Sticky Words 
The number of words in sentences that include at least one 8-word 

phrase that is identical to a phrase used in the prior year’s 10-K. 

Stickiness The percent of sticky words in a given portion of text. 

Fair 

Value/Impairment 

Loading (Length) 

The loading (length) of the fair value/impairment topic identified by the 

LDA model. (The length is calculated by multiplying the loading by the 

total length of the text.) 

Internal Control 

Loadings (Length) 

The loading (length) of the internal control topic identified by the LDA 

model. (The length is calculated by multiplying the loading by the total 

length of the text.) 

Risk Factor 

Disclosures Loading 

(Length) 

The loading (length) of the risk factor disclosures topic identified by the 

LDA model. (The length is calculated by multiplying the loading by the 

total length of the text.) 

 

Other Variables 

Variable Description 

Age 
Age is calculated as the number of years since the first year a firm was 

listed in Compustat. 

BigN 

Takes the value of 1 for the following five audit firms: Arthur 

Andersen, Ernst and Young, Pricewaterhousecoopers, and KPMG. 

Missing values are set to 0. 
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BusSeg The number of business segments [BUSSEG]. If missing, 0. 

ForSeg The number of foreign segments [GEOSEG]. If missing, 0. 

Intangibles 
The percentage of assets classified as intangible [INTAN]/[AT]. If 

missing, 0. 

Leverage 
The long-term and current period debt scaled by total assets 

([DLTT]+[DLC])/[AT]. 

LnAssets The natural logarithm of total assets [AT]. 

Loss 
An indicator variable that takes on the value of 1 when net income [NI] 

is below 0, and 1 otherwise. 

Material Weaknesses 
The number of material weaknesses in internal controls that a firm 

reports for that period. 

MTB 
The market value of equity [CSHO]*[PRCC_F] divided by the book 

value of equity [CEQ]. 

NYSE 
Takes on a value of 1 if the firm is listed on either NYSE (EXCHCD = 

1) or AMEX (EXCHCD = 2), and 0 otherwise. 

Risk The standard deviation of daily returns during the fiscal year. 

Special Items Special items [SPI], scaled by total assets [AT]. If missing, 0. 

Trend 
A variable that increments by 1 each year, starting at 0 in the fiscal year 

1996. 

Sample Restrictions 

Before analyzing any 10-K filings, we exclude all amended and small business (Form 10-

KSB) filings from our sample, as well as those filed before June 1, 1996 (when electronic filing 

was still voluntary) and Form 10-K405s. We also exclude documents containing fewer than 

3,000 words and those that are missing basic data from Compustat (assets, net income, shares 

outstanding, price, and book value of equity). 

10-K Cleaning Procedures 

 We use Perl to remove all HTML and non-relevant text from the 10-K filings in our 

sample using procedures similar to those used in Li (2008). First, we remove all header and 

appendix information, including the SEC header section at the start of all 10-K documents, as 

well as any graphics, zip files, xml files, excel files, 101 exhibits, 100 exhibits, pdf files, and 

XBRL. Second, we remove all HTML text from the file using the HTML::Parser Perl module. 

Any remaining tags such as <TEXT>, <PAGE>, <DOCUMENT>, and <TYPE> are removed 

following Miller (2010). We also delete lines with <S> and <C> following Miller (2010). Third, 
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we implement character restrictions to the document. We delete lines with fewer than 20 

characters or 15 alphanumeric characters, which removes lines of just numbers as well as section 

headings. Following Li (2008) we further delete paragraphs with more than 50 percent non-

alphabetic characters. Additionally, we remove paragraphs with fewer than 80 characters 

(Blankespoore, 2016).  

Identifying 10-K Item Sections 

 In order to uniquely identify each of the item sections within the 10-K, we implement the 

first two steps in the 10-K cleaning procedure described above and then generate unique 

identifiers for all instances where a reference to an item section was used in the 10-K 

document.
40

 This identifier tracks the sequence in which the references to the section were used. 

In order to identify which reference is the true starting location of the item section, we iteratively 

remove section references that are inconsistent with logical ordering of the section numbers. In 

this iterative process, we take the last full sequence, if multiple sequences exist, which removes 

tables of content. If two references are referenced only once and are neighboring sections, we 

remove references between. If an identified reference does not have the necessary sections that 

follow or precede it (e.g. Section 7 is not followed by Section 8, or preceded by Section 6), then 

it is removed. For those documents where this iterative process is reduced to a unique sequence 

of all of the required sections, we break apart the 10-K at the locations of each section reference, 

and then perform the final step of the 10-K cleaning procedure on each section separately. 

Finally, we impose minimum word limits for some sections, to ensure that we are capturing the 

actual section and not just a reference to the section. For sections 1, 7 and 8 this threshold level is 

50 words. For sections 10, 11, and 12 the level is 20 words. The length of the remaining sections 

                                                      
40

 We do not separately identify Section 2 or any section beyond 14 as Section 2 was often combined with Section 1 

and those beyond 14 were not consistent throughout our sample period. 
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was subject to too much natural variability for us to determine a reasonable cutoff. This process 

allows us to identify all of the sections in 22,349 10-K filings. 

Perplexity 

 The formula for perplexity from Blei et al. (2003) is:  

                       
         

 
   

   
 
   

  

It is a function of the per-word likelihood, p(wd), and the number of words in each document, Nd. 

Perplexity decreases as the likelihood of the model increases, or in other words when the 

statistical fit is better. 

 In order to calculate the perplexity plotted below, we trained the model on 90% of our 

data and then calculated the perplexity using a random hold-out sample of the remaining 10% of 

the observations. 

 

Word Intrusion Task 

 In order to identify the topic model with the best fit paired with high interpretability, 

we perform a word intrusion task for LDA models estimated using 150, 200, and 250 topics. We 
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choose these three models because the incremental decrease in perplexity after 150 topics is 

relatively small whereas there are obvious gains to model fit for less than 150 topics. 

The word intrusion task is structured as follows. A human coder is presented with a set of 

6 words in a random order. Five of the words are the words with the highest probability of 

appearing in Topic X according to the model, whereas the sixth word has a low probability of 

occurring in Topic X.
41

 Participants in the task are asked to choose the word which does not 

match the other five words, or in other words the “intruder” word. For example, the set of 6 

words could be: debt, loan, facility, term, inventory, revolving. In this case, the intruder word is 

“inventory,” as the rest of the topic is about debt. These groups of six words were generated for 

each potential topic in each of the three potential models and presented (unlabeled) to the coders 

in a random order. Our two human coders reviewed each group of words and chose an intruder 

word.
42

 The relevant statistic is the percent of the time the human coders agreed with the model, 

where high agreement indicates high interpretability of the topics. For both coders, the model 

with the highest interpretability was the 150-topic model so we use this in all of our subsequent 

tests.
43

  

Word Constraints in the LDA Procedure 

We place a few constraints on the documents that we use when estimating our LDA 

model. We first remove all common stopwords such as “is,” “the,” and “and” as these are not 

useful in classifying topics and decrease performance, and all words that do not occur in at least 

100 documents. Additionally, certain words that are extremely common in firm annual reports 

                                                      
41

 The intruder words that we select are among the 15% least probable words for the given topic. Following Chang 

et al. (2009) we further constrain these words to be relatively common in at least one other topic to prevent coders 

from identifying them as the intruder words by virtue of their rare usage in any financial topic. Thus our intruder 

words must be in the top 20 most common words in at least one other topic. 
42

 Both coders have a background in accounting and business and are familiar with financial terminology. 
43

 In particular, the first coder agreed with the model 86%, 84%, and 79% of the time for 150, 200, and 250 topics, 

respectively. The second coder agreed with the 150-topic model 89% of the time, with the 200-topic model 83% of 

the time, and with the 250-topic model 81% of the time. 
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(such as “company” and “value”) are so common that they prevent the model from estimating. 

All words that occur in every document or are in the top 0.1% most common words are 

excluded. These words are listed below: 

company will value information years upon company's fiscal rate based report 

sales management services form costs related tax ended certain market credit 

products amount period net including operations securities cash time statements 

income section common assets shares business plan year date interest december 

agreement stock may financial million shall 

Paragraph-Level Analysis 

Measuring Textual Attributes at the Topic level 

 We measure textual attributes at the topic level by first breaking each document into 

paragraphs.
44

 We then use our trained topic model to “infer” topics at the paragraph level; 

essentially this takes the probabilities per word that we calculated at the document level for the 

entire corpus, and then uses the observed words in the given paragraph to estimate the topic 

loadings of all of the topics for that paragraph. This can be done out of sample (for documents 

not in the training sample), but we use it solely on paragraphs from the original sample (see Blei 

et al. 2003 for more information on inferencing). We then identify the topic for which the 

paragraph has the highest loading (i.e. the topic that is discussed the most) and we assign that 

paragraph to that topic. 

 After performing the above process for all paragraphs in the corpus, we end up with 150 

groups of paragraphs, where each group consists of paragraphs that share the same dominant 

topic. We can then calculate textual attributes, such as Fog, redundancy, and specificity for each 

                                                      
44

 “Paragraphs” is a loose description. Specifically, what we refer to as “paragraphs” are portions of text separated 

from all other text by two end of line markers (e.g., carriage returns). 
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paragraph and estimate the average statistics for these measures at the topic level (i.e. for all 

paragraphs sharing the same topic). 

Identifying Representative Paragraphs 

We follow an approach very similar to Hoberg and Lewis (2015) to identify the 

representative paragraphs for our LDA topic model, except that we use inferencing at the 

paragraph level instead of cosine similarity to identify the most prominent topic in each 

paragraph. That is, for each topic we identify the 1,000 paragraphs with the highest topic loading 

for that topic and then retain only the middle tercile of documents by length (number of words). 

Among the remaining 333 paragraphs, we compare each paragraph with all of the other 

paragraphs using cosine similarity and select the paragraph that has the highest average 

similarity with the other paragraphs.  

One thing to keep in mind with this procedure is that it favors picking paragraphs with 

more “standardized” content because this will be shared across many firms. For example, in a 

simple example where all documents contain two paragraphs about Topic A, where one of the 

paragraphs quotes verbatim the accounting standard that applies to that topic and the other 

paragraph describes the application of that standard to each particular firm, then this process 

would select the standard paragraph as the representative paragraph. In other words, this process 

may ignore important variability in discussions of a topic that can arise across firms in favor of 

picking standardized and potentially “boilerplate” paragraphs. Inferences from these paragraphs 

must therefore be drawn with that caveat in mind.  
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Figure 1. Trends in Textual Attributes Over Time
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Available only for the 22,349 documents for which we can identify all sections.
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Figure 2: Median 10-K Section Length by Year
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1.   Performance, Revenues, and Customers 8.      Business Structure & M&A

2.   Industry-Specific Disclosure 9.      Contracts & Legal

3.   Empoyees & Executives 10.   Geographic Location

4.   Compliance with SEC & Accounting Standards 11.   Investments, Securities, Derivatives

5.   Loans, Debt, Banking 12.   Intellectual Property & R&D

6.   Business Operations & Strategy 13.   Property and Leasing

7.   Stock and Options

Figure 3. Disclosure Over Time by LDA Topic Category

Although topic loadings within documents sum to 1, median loadings across firms do

not; for presentation purposes, median yearly loadings in Panel B are scaled to sum to 1.
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Figure 4. Median Length of Top 3 Increasing Topics Over Time

SFAS 157 was passed in September 2006 and became effective for fiscal reporting periods commencing after November 15, 2007 with early adoption

encouraged. SOX 404 became effective for accelerated filers for fiscal years ending on or after June 15, 2004, and for all other firms by 2007. AS 5 was

effective for fiscal years ending on or after November 15th, 2007. Item 1A became mandatory for firms filing with the SEC for fiscal periods ending on

or after December 1, 2005. Panel D plots the median of the sum of these three topics over time.
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Figure 5. Contribution of the Top 3 Topics to Textual Attributes Over Time
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Mean Std Dev. Q1 Median Q3 N

Words 45,349 31,454 24,678 37,370 55,852 75,991

Redundant Words 3,902 5,476 1,112 2,276 4,284 75,991

Boiler Words 13,271 10,073 6,584 10,882 16,521 75,538

Sticky Words 25,735 15,612 14,303 22,500 33,167 69,526

Specificity 51.89 13.45 42.26 50.75 60.32 75,991

HardInfoMix 18.65 5.25 14.80 17.93 21.76 75,991

Fog 21.34 1.25 20.54 21.21 21.95 75,991

BigN 0.77 0.42 1.00 1.00 1.00 75,991

Assets ($) 3,551.30 11,733.65 91.85 391.85 1,747.65 75,991

Intangibles 0.12 0.17 0.00 0.03 0.18 75,991

MTB 3.14 4.21 1.17 1.90 3.33 75,991

Leverage 0.21 0.20 0.02 0.16 0.34 75,991

BusSeg 1.95 1.47 1.00 1.00 3.00 75,991

ForSeg 1.14 1.64 0.00 1.00 2.00 75,991

NYSE 0.43 0.50 0.00 0.00 1.00 75,991

Loss 0.31 0.46 0.00 0.00 1.00 75,991

Assets are measured in millions and scaled to be in constant year 1996 dollars.

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics
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Coeff t-stat Coeff t-stat Coeff t-stat Coeff t-stat

Trend 0.038 *** 64.000 0.091 *** 70.997 0.060 *** 92.101 0.070 *** 129.175

BigN 0.047 *** 5.741 0.026 1.598 0.018 ** 2.137 0.039 *** 5.281

LnAssets 0.142 *** 49.101 0.173 *** 31.040 0.128 *** 41.352 0.125 *** 46.359

Intangibles 0.104 *** 4.730 0.249 *** 6.156 0.215 *** 9.314 0.024 1.201

MTB 0.005 *** 7.573 0.004 *** 2.610 0.004 *** 5.019 0.005 *** 7.345

Leverage 0.164 *** 7.836 0.254 *** 6.324 0.182 *** 8.135 0.059 *** 3.111

Age -0.006 *** -18.239 -0.005 *** -7.715 -0.005 *** -14.611 -0.007 *** -20.011

BusSeg 0.019 *** 7.391 0.034 *** 6.952 0.009 *** 3.331 0.014 *** 5.932

ForSeg 0.008 *** 3.913 0.009 ** 2.249 0.009 *** 4.041 0.012 *** 6.233

NYSE -0.008 -0.847 0.024 1.349 0.013 1.333 -0.011 -1.232

Loss 0.231 *** 38.710 0.353 *** 30.710 0.215 *** 33.747 0.153 *** 28.996

Observations 75,991 75,991 75,538 69,526

R-squared 0.367 0.297 0.374 0.613

Industry Fixed Effects Y Y Y Y

Table 2. Determinants of Textual Attributes

LnWords

(1)

LnRedundantWords LnBoilerWords LnStickyWords

(2) (3) (4)
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Coeff t-stat Coeff t-stat Coeff t-stat

Trend -0.738 *** -49.150 -0.320 *** -54.286 0.022 *** 15.629

BigN -1.801 *** -8.599 -0.719 *** -8.268 0.089 *** 4.650

LnAssets -0.503 *** -7.373 -0.395 *** -13.754 0.117 *** 18.265

Intangibles 0.378 0.717 0.598 *** 2.865 0.343 *** 6.927

MTB -0.070 *** -3.844 -0.067 *** -8.204 0.000 0.059

Leverage 3.784 *** 7.346 3.099 *** 14.745 0.405 *** 8.626

Age 0.133 *** 16.512 0.052 *** 15.585 -0.006 *** -7.206

BusSeg 0.408 *** 6.343 0.139 *** 5.268 -0.009 -1.505

ForSeg 0.353 *** 6.477 -0.016 -0.740 -0.006 -1.129

NYSE 1.054 *** 4.800 0.337 *** 3.706 0.096 *** 4.713

Loss -2.032 *** -14.078 -1.086 *** -18.906 0.156 *** 11.610

Observations 75,991 75,991 75,991

R-squared 0.143 0.186 0.110

Industry Fixed Effects Y Y Y

Table 2., Continued

(5) (6)

Fog

(7)

Hard_Info_MixSpecificity

Determinants of textual attributes, including cross-sectional determinants and a time-series trend (Trend ). Assets 

are inflation-adjusted to be in constant year 1996 dollars. All continuous variables are winsorized at the 1st and 

99th percentile by year. Standard errors are adjusted for heteroskedasticity and clustered by firm. *** p<0.01, ** 

p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Category Label

Business Operations & Strategy

Business Structure & M&A

Compliance with SEC & Accounting Standards

Contracts & Legal

Employees & Executives

Geographic Location

Intellectual Property & R&D

Investments, Securities, Derivatives

Loans, Debt, Banking

Performance, Revenues, and Customers

Property and Leasing

Stock and Options

Industry-Specific Disclosure Categories Healthcare & Medical Insurance

Energy, Resources, and Utilities Transportation

Media, Communications, and Leisure Technology Industry

Consumer Products Other Industry-Specific

Table 3. Description of Topic Categories

For more detailed information on the specific topics that are included in each category, see the Internet Appendix.

Description

Topics relating to day-to-day company operations or strategy (discussion of customers is in 

the topic relating to performance). EX: Products, advertising, accounts receivable, 

contractors, software, and systems.

Discussions of the current business structure and organization, or changes to these. EX: 

Subsidiaries, partnerships, acquisitions, bankruptcy and reorganization, trusts, joint ventures.

Discussions of SEC requirements and accounting standards, or disclosures to comply with 

these requirements. EX: Issuance of new accounting standards, discussion of regulatory 

documents for the annual report or prospectus, (management's certification of) internal 

controls, fair value disclosure, required risk factor disclosures. 

Disclosure about legal agreements or procedings. EX: Provisions of contracts, litigation.

Disclosure about employees and executives. EX: Salaries and benefits, retirement, unions, 

executive backgrounds, indemnification agreements, code of conduct.

Discussions about various specific geographic regions (mostly in relation to regional 

operations). EX: Southwestern United States, China, Midwest, Latin America.

Intellectual property and research and development. EX: Patents, laboratory research, 

licensing rights.

Discussion of the firm's investments. EX: General investment activity and risk, securities 

investment and trading revenue, REITs, derivatives.

All discussions relating to loans and debt. EX: Loan obligations, payments, rates, and 

collateral; mortgages; debentures; and default.

Discussion of performance, revenue, and customers. EX: Performance summary, clients 

and revenue, customer accounts, distribution to customers, growth, special items. 

Topics relating to properties. EX: Leases, tenant-landlord issues, and transactions.

Discussions relating to the company's own stock, including options, warrants, and 

dividends.
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Change in 

Median Length Topic Title Topic Category

4,317.41 Fair Value/Impairment Compliance with SEC and Accounting Standards

2,216.18 Internal Control Disclosure Compliance with SEC and Accounting Standards

2,092.66 Risk Factor Disclosures Compliance with SEC and Accounting Standards

590.19 Customer Accounts Performance, Revenues, and Customers

356.85 Financing (Facilities) Loans, Debt, Banking

343.78 Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) Compliance with SEC and Accounting Standards

328.74 Derivatives Investments, Securities, Derivatives

270.25 Acquisitions Business Structure & M&A

216.31 Exhibits Incorporated by Reference Compliance with SEC and Accounting Standards

212.47 Growth Performance, Revenues, and Customers

143.79 Foreign Currency Exchange Business Operations & Strategy

116.33 Special Items Performance, Revenues, and Customers

46.70 Litigation Contracts & Legal

37.89 CEO/CFO Certification of Internal Controls Compliance with SEC and Accounting Standards

19.93 Pension and Retirement Plans Employee & Executives

Table 4. Top 15 Increasing LDA Topics

The change in median length for each topic is calculated as the average median length for 2013 and 2012 (in words) minus the

average of median length for 1996 and 1997.
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Topic Representative Paragraph

Fair Value/Impairment

In accordance with GAAP, the Company has the option to first assess qualitative factors to determine whether it is necessary to perform 

a more detailed quantitative impairment test. If the Company is able to determine through the qualitative assessment that it is more likely 

than not that the fair value of a reporting unit exceeds its carrying value, no further evaluation is necessary. However, if the Company 

concludes otherwise, then the Company is required to perform the first step of the two-step impairment test by calculating the reporting 

unit's fair value and comparing the fair value to the reporting unit's carrying amount, including goodwill. If a reporting unit's fair value 

exceeds its carrying value, the second step of the impairment test is not required and no impairment loss is recognized. If a reporting unit's 

carrying value exceeds its fair value, the second step of the impairment test is performed to measure the amount of the impairment loss 

and an impairment charge is recorded equal to the difference between the carrying value of the reporting unit's goodwill and the implied 

fair value of the reporting unit's goodwill. The implied fair value of goodwill is determined in the same manner as the amount of goodwill 

recognized in a business combination where the excess of the fair value of the reporting unit over the fair value of the identifiable net 

assets of the reporting unit is the implied fair value of goodwill. See Note 5 Goodwill and Intangible Assets, Net.

Fair Value/Impairment

(Additional Example 

Paragraph)

Each reporting period we review all of our investments in equity and debt securities, except for those classified as trading, to determine 

whether a significant event or change in circumstances has occurred that may have an adverse effect on the fair value of each investment. 

When such events or changes occur, we evaluate the fair value compared to our cost basis in the investment. We also perform this 

evaluation every reporting period for each investment for which our cost basis exceeded the fair value in the prior period. The fair values 

of most of our investments in publicly traded companies are often readily available based on quoted market prices. For investments in 

nonpublicly traded companies, management's assessment of fair value is based on valuation methodologies including discounted cash 

flows, estimates of sales proceeds and appraisals, as appropriate. We consider the assumptions that we believe hypothetical marketplace 

participants would use in evaluating estimated future cash flows when employing the discounted cash flow or estimates of sales proceeds 

valuation methodologies.

Internal Control Disclosure

Also, in our opinion, management's assessment, included in Management's Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting appearing 

under Item 8, that the Company maintained effective internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2004 based on criteria 

established in Internal Control - Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway 

Commission (COSO), is fairly stated, in all material respects, based on those criteria. Furthermore, in our opinion, the Company 

maintained, in all material respects, effective internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2004, based on criteria 

established in Internal Control Integrated Framework issued by the COSO. The Company's management is responsible for maintaining 

effective internal control over financial reporting and for its assessment of the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting. 

Our responsibility is to express opinions on management's assessment and on the effectiveness of the Company's internal control over 

financial reporting based on our audit. We conducted our audit of internal control over financial reporting in accordance with the standards 

of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States). Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to 

obtain reasonable assurance about whether effective internal control over financial reporting was maintained in all material respects. An 

audit of internal control over financial reporting includes obtaining an understanding of internal control over financial reporting, evaluating 

management's assessment, testing and evaluating the design and operating effectiveness of internal control, and performing such other 

procedures as we consider necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions. 

Table 5. Representative Paragraphs for Top 3 Increasing Topics
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Internal Control Disclosure

(Additional Example 

Paragraph)

Management, including our CEO and CFO, does not expect that our internal controls will prevent or detect all errors and all fraud. A control 

system, no matter how well designed and operated, can provide only reasonable, not absolute, assurance that the objectives of the control 

system are met. Further, the design of a control system must reflect the fact that there are resource constraints, and the benefits of controls must 

be considered relative to their costs. In addition, any evaluation of the effectiveness of controls is subject to risks that those internal controls may 

become inadequate in future periods because of changes in business conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures 

deteriorates.

Risk Factor Disclosures

The Company's future performance depends to a significant degree upon the continued contributions of its officers and key management, sales 

and technical personnel, many of whom would be difficult to replace. The loss of any of these individuals could have a material adverse effect 

on the Company's business, financial condition, results of operations and business prospects. In addition, the Company's future success and 

ability to manage growth will be dependent upon its ability to hire additional highly skilled employees for a variety of management, engineering, 

technical and sales and marketing positions. The competition for such personnel is intense, however, and there can be no assurance that the 

Company will be able to attract, assimilate or retain sufficient qualified personnel to achieve its future business objectives. The failure to do so 

could have a material adverse effect on the Company's business, financial condition, results of operations and business prospects. See "Risk 

Factors -- Dependence on Key Personnel."

Risk Factor Disclosures

(Additional Example 

Paragraph)

In addition, such events could materially adversely affect our reputation with our customers, associates, and vendors, as well as our operations, 

results of operations, financial condition and liquidity, and could result in litigation against us or the imposition of penalties or liabilities, which 

may not be covered by our insurance policies. Moreover, a security breach could require us to devote significant management resources to 

address the problems created by the security breach and to expend significant additional resources to upgrade further the security measures that 

we employ to guard such important personal information against cyberattacks and other attempts to access such information and could result in 

a disruption of our operations, particularly our online sales operations.

To see Representative Paragraphs for the remaining topics, as well as additional example paragraphs for these topics, see the Internet Appendix.
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Coeff t-stat Coeff t-stat Coeff t-stat

Special Items -1.573 *** -11.063

Material Weaknesses 0.634 *** 31.807

Risk 11.748 *** 17.519

Trend 0.475 *** 192.961 0.429 *** 220.859 0.252 *** 94.042

BigN 0.418 *** 11.238 -0.190 *** -7.765 0.381 *** 9.299

LnAssets 0.214 *** 20.816 0.052 *** 6.835 0.155 *** 10.653

Intangibles 1.408 *** 16.848 0.019 0.294 -0.106 -0.990

MTB -0.010 *** -3.649 0.015 *** 7.087 0.006 1.602

Leverage -0.123 -1.547 -0.706 *** -11.958 -0.299 *** -3.052

Age 0.001 0.941 -0.000 -0.147 -0.047 *** -28.576

BusSeg -0.010 -1.020 -0.050 *** -6.375 -0.077 *** -5.850

ForSeg 0.113 *** 12.572 -0.028 *** -4.049 -0.011 -0.901

NYSE -0.054 -1.594 -0.046 ** -1.970 -0.251 *** -5.495

Loss 0.035 1.349 -0.361 *** -17.886 0.365 *** 13.235

Observations 75,991 75,991 75,987

R-squared 0.596 0.579 0.315

Industry Fixed Effects Y Y Y

Table 6. Numeric Counterparts of Top 3 Increasing Topics

Determinants of logged length for the top three increasing topics, Fair Value/Impairment, Internal Control, and Risk Factor

Disclosures. For each topic of interest, we identify a numeric counterpart that we think captures similar information to the

textual disclosure. Material Weaknesses is coded 0 before the implementation of SOX in order to preserve the entire sample

period; this is appropriate because there was no requirement to identify or disclose internal control weaknesses prior to this

period. Assets are inflation-adjusted to be in constant year 1996 dollars. All continuous variables are winsorized at the 1st and

99th percentile by year. Standard errors are adjusted for heteroskedasticity and clustered by firm. ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1

LnFair Value/Impairment LnInternal Control LnRisk Factors

(1) (2) (3)
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Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

Top 3 Increasing Topics

Risk Factors 3.2% 0.6% 29.9% 29.4% 78.1% 85.9% 16.93 13.75 2.24 1.27 22.33 21.88

Internal Control 12.3% 12.9% 81.0% 86.9% 77.8% 90.0% 26.77 26.42 6.16 4.30 26.01 26.56

Fair Value/Impairment 7.4% 2.7% 34.9% 36.1% 75.8% 84.0% 20.52 18.70 7.39 6.15 21.56 21.45

Categories

Compliance 10.1% 9.3% 47.3% 48.2% 70.8% 74.1% 43.30 39.61 17.81 15.12 22.92 22.86

Other Disclosure 6.7% 4.9% 23.9% 23.4% 60.4% 64.8% 54.70 54.14 19.53 18.92 21.02 20.84

Contracts & Legal 13.8% 7.5% 40.3% 34.4% 56.9% 58.1% 43.01 38.70 9.27 7.97 21.55 21.04

Business Op. & Strategy 4.8% 2.0% 15.4% 14.1% 69.4% 75.7% 49.72 47.05 13.02 11.45 21.60 21.38

Business Struct. & M&A 6.0% 2.9% 27.5% 26.6% 58.7% 63.6% 66.67 65.17 24.47 22.92 21.49 21.09

Empoyees & Executives 5.2% 1.1% 27.7% 27.2% 52.1% 56.1% 65.58 58.20 16.58 14.03 21.51 21.25

Geographic Location 5.1% 0.0% 13.1% 9.8% 58.3% 62.4% 141.53 134.33 27.82 24.10 20.15 19.92

Intellectual Prop. & R&D 4.6% 0.0% 17.5% 15.0% 70.5% 81.5% 38.87 34.72 11.93 9.35 21.52 21.02

Investments, Sec. & Deriv. 4.4% 0.9% 23.1% 21.9% 73.4% 79.5% 43.50 41.13 17.52 16.29 20.24 20.23

Loans, Debt, Banking 7.5% 4.1% 20.4% 19.4% 58.8% 64.9% 68.93 68.00 31.99 30.86 21.03 20.67

Performance, Rev. & Cust. 4.7% 3.6% 28.9% 27.6% 67.7% 69.6% 67.23 66.35 27.68 26.78 20.35 20.33

Property & Leasing 4.2% 0.0% 18.1% 16.6% 60.6% 71.7% 60.05 54.64 26.60 22.86 20.05 19.57

Stock & Options 4.9% 2.0% 43.2% 43.5% 63.2% 68.7% 61.49 61.78 32.44 31.87 19.01 18.67

Industry-Specific 4.7% 2.7% 11.5% 10.6% 70.7% 75.4% 53.24 50.53 14.68 12.94 20.73 20.70

Table 7. Topic-Level Textual Characteristics

Descriptive statistics for textual characteristics measured at the topic- and category-level. Other Disclosure  is the combination of all disclosure 

categories other than Compliance . Variable definitions given in the Appendix. 

Boiler %Redundancy FogSpecificity HardInfoMixStickiness


